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The highest-energy measurement ofDsL(pp) and the first ever measurement ofDsL( p̄p), the differences
between proton-proton and antiproton-proton total cross sections for pure longitudinal spin states, are de-
scribed. Data were taken using 200-GeV/c polarized beams incident on a polarized-proton target. The results
are measured to beDsL(pp)52426 48(stat)6 53(syst) mb and DsL( p̄p)522566 124(stat)
6 109(syst)mb. Many tests of systematic effects were investigated and are described, and a comparison to
theoretical predictions is also given. Measurements of parity nonconservation at 200 GeV/c in proton scatter-
ing and the first ever of antiproton scattering have also been derived from these data. The values are consistent
with zero at the 1025 level. @S0556-2821~97!06903-8#

PACS number~s!: 13.88.1e, 11.30.Er, 13.85.Lg
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I. INTRODUCTION

New measurements of hadron-hadron scattering in p
longitudinal spin states,DsL(pp) andDsL( p̄p), have been
performed at 200 GeV/c using polarized proton and antipro
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ton beams and a polarized-proton target. The quan
DsL5s(�)2s(⇒), is the difference of the total cross se
tions between spin states of the beam and target part
aligned antiparallel and parallel. In these measurements
particle masses are small compared with the beam-par
energy.

Some previous experiments have indicated signific
spin effects at high energies. Inclusive production of pions
200 GeV/c has shown large asymmetries as a function of
Feynman variable,xF @1#. Hyperons produced inclusively a
800 GeV/c have been observed to have large polarizat
values@2#. Elastic scattering of polarized protons have a
shown significant spin effects@3#. Considering these mea
surements, and since the spin-dependent cross section
almost completely unknown at high energies, it is possi
that a difference in the total cross sections for longitudi
spin states may also be sizable. The unpolarized, total c
section inp-p scattering increases by about a millibarn ne
200 GeV/c @4# from the minimum in the cross section curv
This experiment investigates to what extent the helici
changing amplitudes participate. Significant polarization
fects may be expected inp̄-p interactions at 200 GeV/c. In
the annihilation of two spin-1/2 particles into vector interm
diate states, such as a quark and an antiquark annihila
into vector gluons at energies where their masses can
neglected, the reaction rate for particles with the same he
ties is suppressed relative to that with opposite helicities@5#.
Therefore, the longitudinal spin dependence of a proc
dominated by this annihilation could be large.

Nucleon-nucleon, or antinucleon-nucleon, elastic scat
ing can be described by a total of 16 possible amplitud
five of which are independent by using the generalized P
principle and parity conservation in the strong interactio
One common representation of these nucleon-nucleon el
amplitudes is the set ofs-channel helicity amplitudes of Ja
cob and Wick@6#:
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f15^11u11&,

f25^11u22&,

f35^12u12&, ~1!

f45^12u21&,

f55^11u12&,

where1 and2 refer to the nucleon or antinucleon helicitie
in the c.m. frame. As a consequence of helicity conserva
at 0°,f4(0)505f5(0).

Another representation@7# is the t-channel exchange am
plitudes,N0, N1, N2, U0, andU2, which have definite quan
tum numbers exchanged at asymptotic energies. These
plitudes are related to the previous representation by

N05
1

2
~f11f3!,

N15f5 ,

N25
1

2
~f42f2!, ~2!

U05
1

2
~f12f3!,

U25
1

2
~f21f4!.

TheN amplitudes represent natural-parity exchange, and
U amplitudes unnatural-parity exchange. The subscripts
respond to the totals-channel helicity flip.

The generalized optical theorem allows the three nucle
nucleon or antinucleon-nucleon total cross sections to be
pressed in terms of the imaginary parts of the three nonz
forward amplitudes@8#:

s tot5
1

2
@s~� !1s~⇒ !#5

1

2
@s~↑↓ !1s~↑↑ !#

5
2p

k
Im@f1~0!1f3~0!#5

4p

k
ImN0 ,

DsL5s~� !2s~⇒ !5
4p

k
Im@f1~0!2f3~0!#5

8p

k
ImU0 ,

~3!

DsT5s~↑↓ !2s~↑↑ !52
4p

k
Im@f2~0!#52

8p

k
ImU2 ,

where k is the c.m. momentum,s(⇒) is the total cross
section for parallel longitudinal spin states in the laborat
frame,s(↑↓) is the cross section for antiparallel transver
spin states, etc. Measurements of these three total cross
tions for nucleon-nucleon interactions have been quite
portant for the determination of the elastic amplitudes at
ergies below about 3 GeV.
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There have been many previous measurements
DsL(pp) that ranged from 200 MeV to 12 GeV, and the
are shown in Fig. 1. The first measurements@9# were made at
the Argonne ZGS with the proton beam momentum in t
range, 1.0–3.6 GeV/c. The results indicated unexpecte
structure as a function of energy. Later measurements at
ZGS extended the beam momentum range to about 12 G
c @10#. Other DsL(pp) values were measured in exper
ments at energies between 300–800 MeV at LAMPF@11#,
500–2800 MeV at SATURNE II@12#, 200–500 MeV at
TRIUMF @13#, and 200–600 MeV at SIN@14#; all experi-
ments used polarized-proton beams and targets. The con
tration of data in the intermediate-energy range was to as
in the definition of the nucleon-nucleon amplitudes, and
understand the observed structure.

One explanation of the observed structure has been
resonancelike behavior in thep-p system and the possible
existence of 6-quark states or dibaryons. A variety of QC
motivated models@15–21# have predicted many such state
in the intermediate-energy range. An alternate explanat
has been the opening of inelastic channels, such aspd and
especiallyND @22,23#, but this explanation has been cha
lenged for several reasons@24–29#. However, similar struc-
ture has also been observed in isospin-0 nucleon-nucl
reactions, derived fromnp scattering experiments@30–34#.
The pd and ND channels do not couple to isospin-
nucleon-nucleon reactions, and theDD, NN* , etc. channels
occur at energies somewhat above the observed structur
mechanisms other than 6-quark states are responsible fo
energy-dependent structure in theDsL ~andDsT) data, then
some important ingredient must be missing or incorrect
the present models predicting these states.

At energies above a few GeV, there are fewer measu
ments and the evidence of structure is lacking. The trend
the data can be described by a power law at energies gre
than about 4 GeV.

No previous measurements have been made
DsL(pp) at energies higher than 12 GeV, and no measu
ments have ever been made ofDsL( p̄p) at any energy. At
high energies, the role of spin involving the hadron’s co
stituents can be explored. Only two theoretical models ex

FIG. 1. Previous measurements ofDsL(pp). Data are taken
from Refs.@9–14#.
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FIG. 2. Diagram of the polar-
ized beam line. Shown in this sid
view are the production target,L
decay region, neutral dump, ad
justable collimator, beam-tagging
region at the intermediate focus
snake magnets, Cˇ erenkov
counters, and experimental targe
Note the difference in scale be
tween the horizontal and vertica
axes.
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to explainDsL(pp) at high energies, and no published the
retical prediction exists to describeDsL( p̄p). Values of the
parity nonconservation parameter,AL , were derived from
the data in this experiment by averaging over the target
larization. These data are compared to high-energy pre
tions.

A summary of the experimental setup, which describ
the polarized beam, polarized target, detectors, and electr
logic, is presented in Sec. II. Section III describes the cal
lation ofDsL . The data analysis and results are presente
Sec. IV, along with a description of tests performed to u
derstand the systematic errors. Section V includes a des
tion and calculation of the parity-nonconserving quanti
AL . A summary of the experiment and of the results is giv
in Sec. VI.

II. EXPERIMENTAL METHOD

A. Polarized beam

The 200-GeV/c polarized proton and antiproton beam
were produced by the parity-nonconserving decays of
L andL̄, respectively. No polarized source or polarized p
ticle acceleration was used. In the polarized particle be
line, the protons and antiprotons were produced within
small phase space by the beam optics, and their spin d
tions measured and controlled by the beam-tagging and
spin-rotation magnet systems. Complete descriptions of
beam line and its properties are presented in Ref.@35#.

The polarized proton and antiproton beams were p
duced when an 800-GeV/c unpolarized proton beam struck
Be target and producedL andL̄ particles. As shown in Fig
2, dipole sweeping magnets, located downstream of the
duction target, bent the unwanted charged-particle beam
a beam dump, while the neutral particles proceeded to a
gion where theL particles decayed. Remaining neutral pa
ticles continued to a neutral beam dump, as the charged
ticles fromL and K0 decays were bent around this dum
region. The second bend in the beam line was located aro
the intermediate focus and was used in the momentum an
sis of the beam particles. An adjustable vertical collimat
which was placed upstream of the intermediate focus,
used to vary the beam momentum bite, typically6 9%,
around the nominal beam momentum value of 200 GeVc.
The electronic beam-tagging system, which used six pla
of scintillators, was situated at the intermediate focus to
termine the momentum and polarization of a beam parti
-
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Two Čerenkov counters were located in the beam to diff
entiate between protons and background pions. A set of s
rotation magnets precessed the spins of the beam particle
that these spins were aligned longitudinally to the beam m
mentum before the particles struck the experimental po
ized target, located at the final focus.

An average polarization direction of many protons can
measured by particle detectors, even though an individ
proton’s spin is not well defined. This average polarizati
direction in a given element of phase space is called
proton polarization direction.

1. Polarized beam production

Unpolarized protons were accelerated to 800 GeV/c in the
Fermilab Tevatron and were extracted over a 20 s spill i
total acceleration cycle of about 1 min. During this measu
ment, typically 53 1012 protons per spill were incident on
beryllium production target, which had a width of 1.5 mm
height of 5.0 mm, and length of 30.0 cm. Among the ma
particles produced in these collisions were unpolarizedL

and L̄ hyperons.
The L particle then produced a proton in the parit

nonconserving decay,L→p1p2. Likewise, an antiproton
was produced in the decay,L̄→ p̄1p1. In the unpolarized
L rest frame, theL decays isotropically with the spin direc
tion of the proton aligned preferentially along the proton
momentum direction. The proton polarization fromL decay
had been measured previously as 64%@36#. The pion from
theL→p1p2 decay was not tagged or used to determ
the proton polarization.

In the laboratory reference frame, the trajectories of
protons from theL decays could be traced back to the pla
of the production target. Protons with components of th
momentum transverse to theL direction appeared to origi
nate from a virtual source displaced from the actualL
source. The transverse position at the virtual-source pl
depended on the distance from the production target wh
the L decayed and on the angle at which the proton w
emitted. The virtual source extended to about 1 cm on e
side of the production target and was then imaged by
beam optics. Only thoseL (L̄) decays that occurred betwee
9 and 30 m from the production target were accepted so
a more precise determination of the proton~antiproton! po-
larization could be made.
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The beam-particle polarization was determined from
correlation between the position of the virtual source and
proton momentum direction, which was related to the pro
polarization direction. At an intermediate focal point in th
beam, each beam particle was tagged to determine its
mentum and polarization. Only the horizontal component
the transverse proton or antiproton polarization was m
sured by the beam-tagging system. Using this method, b
signs of the beam polarization could be used within the sa
beam spill.

2. Polarized beam transport

The primary purposes of the beam optics were to main
the correlation between the polarization state and the h
zontal position, and to introduce no net spin precess
These were accomplished using a beam design that
tained three focal points: the virtual source, the intermed
focus, and the final focus. The beam-tagging system
located at the intermediate focus, 160 m downstream of
primary production target, and the polarized experimen
target at the final focus, 320 m downstream. Bends in
beam line were vertical only and were made by sets of f
dipole magnets that produced no net momentum disper
and no particle spin precession.

The requirements for a polarized beam were most ea
satisfied by using the mirror-symmetric design of two sets
quadrupole-magnet doublets. The focal conditions were t
applied to each half of this symmetrical system. Two con
tions were imposed to satisfy the requirement of no net s
precession, and consequently, preserved the correlation
tween the polarization state and the virtual-source posit
~1! point-to-point focusing and~2! parallel-to-parallel focus-
ing. Two quadrupole doublets brought the beam to a focu
an intermediate focus, downstream of the production tar
and two more doublets were used for the final focus, at
experimental target. In Ref.@35#, the positions of the quad
rupole doublets were given for a beam momentum of 1
GeV/c. In this experiment, the nominal beam momentu
was 200 GeV/c, and consequently the distances between
quadrupole magnets in the doublets were increased by
m or 0.87 m, depending on the position of the doublet.

The bending and focusing operations of the beam w
kept as completely separate as possible from each other.
bending dipole magnets came in sets of four, entirely c
tained between two quadrupole doublets. Any displacem
or angular deflection due to a single bend in the beam
restored by three subsequent bends. Each set of four dip
produced no net momentum dispersion or particle spin p
cession.

A global cancellation of the proton spin precession by
quadrupoles was required for maintaining the spin direct
through the entire beam line, and this ensured that no de
larization of the beam occurred. A local cancellation of t
spin precession within the set of four dipole magnets w
also necessary to ensure no net spin precession.

The polarized-antiproton beam was made in a comple
analogous manner as the polarized-proton beam. Thep̄ beam
polarization was found from the relation of thep̄ momentum
direction and the position at the virtual source in the prod
tion target plane. The only change to the beam line wh
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using polarized antiprotons was to reverse the polarities
both dipole and quadrupole magnets.

The polarized beam spot at the experimental target
measured to be 1.3 cm~FWHM!. This spot was the sam
size for both protons and antiprotons. The beam line w
capable of providing an average beam intensity per spil
about 2.53 107 polarized protons, with an average beam p
larization of 0.45. The production rate at 200 GeV/c for po-
larized antiprotons is down by a factor of 18 from polariz
protons, due to the decrease in production of theL̄. The pion
contamination measured in the polarized-antiproton be
was about 83%.

Two threshold Cˇ erenkov counters were used to separ
protons and antiprotons from the pion contamination due
K0 decays. These detectors were adjusted to reject the p
with maximum efficiency and veto only a few protons
antiprotons. Each detector measured a 13% pion contam
tion in the polarized-proton beam.

3. Spin-rotation magnets

A set of 12 spin-rotation magnets, called the ‘‘snake
magnets@37#, were used to rotate the beam-particle polariz
tion state from theS direction ~normal and horizontal to the
beam-particle momentum!, which is the direction in which
the spin component was actually tagged, to theL direction
~along the particle momentum! or N direction ~normal and
vertical to the beam-particle momentum!. The design@38#
was such that no change in the particle trajectory was
lowed through the snake magnets.

When rotating the beam-particle spin direction fro
S→L ~horizontal to longitudinal!, all 12 snake magnets wer
used. All 12 magnetic fields in the snake magnets must
reversed for theS→2L configuration to rotate the particl
spin by 180°. For some tests, theS→N spin rotation was
used. In this case, only eight of the 12 snake magnets w
used, with only four magnetic fields reversed to change t
S→2N spin rotation. The net spin rotation through th
snake magnets from theS→L states was opposite for pro
tons and antiprotons. ForS→N, the net spin rotation for
protons and antiprotons was the same.

The beam-polarization direction was periodically revers
to minimize experimental systematic errors. The snake m
netic field directions were reversed every 12 spills, with tw
of these spills necessary to carry out the reversal proc
Hall probes were installed within each magnet to monitor
magnitude of the field.

4. Polarized beam-tagging system

At the intermediate beam focal point, each beam part
was tagged electronically to determine its momentum a
polarization. A total of six planes of scintillators detected t
particle trajectory; three of these measured hits in the vert
direction to determine the momentum, and three measu
hits in the horizontal to specify the polarization. Two of th
three planes of scintillators measuring momentum were
cated before a bending magnet and the third after so tha
angle of deflection, and the momentum, could be determin
Once the momentum of the particle was known, the locat
of the intermediate focus along the beam axis could be
termined. The three planes of scintillators measuring tra
tories in the horizontal direction were located at the nomi
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1164 55D. P. GROSNICKet al.
intermediate focus of the beam line, and 9.3 m before
after this location. The particle polarization was determin
by interpolating the horizontal displacement at t
momentum-dependent focal position, found by the scinti
tor planes, with respect to the given 200-GeV/c momentum
trajectory.

Three beam scintillation counters formed the fast trig
for the beam-tagging system. A coincidence of all thr
counters indicated a particle passed through the intermed
focus, and then this signal enabled the rest of the be
tagging electronics. Once a coincidence was made, no o
coincidence was allowed for around 60 ns afterwards so
the scintillator-plane signals could be processed. Sign
were encoded and processed in a manner similar to tha
scribed later in this section for theDsL experimental trig-
ger. The momentum and polarization for a valid beam p
ticle was measured within 250 ns. The electronic logic w
slightly modified from Ref.@35#. The encoded momentum
values ranged from 8.7% less than the 200-GeV/c value to
8.7% greater. The encoded polarization values went fr
20.75 to10.75 in steps of 0.1. Particles were assigne
negative (2) polarization when their tagged values were b
tween20.35 and20.55, a positive (1) polarization when
the tagged values were between10.35 and10.55, and zero
polarization when the tagged values were between20.25
and10.25. The distribution of tagged polarization values
the entire data sample with protons is shown in Fig. 3. T
beam-tagging system worked in precisely the same ma
for both proton and antiproton beams.

The beam-tagging system operated reliably and efficie
during the data-taking periods. Its operation was monito
in the same manner that will be described later using
sampling trigger. The use of many planes of scintillators p
vided beam diagnostics on-line, and information from t

FIG. 3. Distribution of the number of tagged polarized proto
Those particles tagged with polarization values between20.35 and
20.55 are assigned negative (2) polarization,10.35 and10.55
positive (1) polarization, and20.25 and10.25 zero~0! polariza-
tion.
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beam-tagging system was used extensively to properly t
the polarized beam.

5. Beam-polarization measurements

The beam-tagging system assigned a polarization va
for each beam particle relative to a known trajectory. T
validity of this system was verified by absolute measu
ments of the beam polarization using two polarimeters
veloped for high-energy polarized beams: the Primako
effect polarimeter and the Coulomb-nuclear interferen
~CNI! polarimeter. The two polarimeters used complete
different reactions that result in an asymmetry in the scat
ing process to obtain the beam polarization.

The Primakoff-effect polarimeter@39# determined the
proton-beam polarization by measuring the asymmetry in
herent Coulomb dissociation@40#, in which an incident pro-
ton is converted to ap-p0 system in the Coulomb field of a
high-Z, nuclear target. This reaction, when produced at h
energy, is related to the low-energy photoproduction o
p0 from a proton. The beam polarization can then be de
mined from the low-energy data@41# and the measured
asymmetry. The polarimeter consisted of a lead target to p
duce thep-p0 system, a segmented lead-glass calorime
that detected the 2 photons from thep0 decay, and a mag
netic spectrometer that detected the proton. The ave
beam polarization was measured to
0.406 0.09(stat)6 0.15(syst), compared to 0.45 given b
the beam-tagging system.

The CNI polarimeter@42# determined the beam polariza
tion by measuring the asymmetry in the interference reg
with a range of momentum transfer square
1,2t, 3031023 (GeV/c)2 for polarized proton-proton
elastic scattering. The analyzing power for this proce
comes from the interference term between the nuclear n
flip amplitude and the electromagnetic spin-flip amplitu
@43#. It can be calculated exactly assuming a zero hadro
spin-flip amplitude, and this process is almost independen
the beam energy. The polarimeter itself consisted of sev
scintillating targets that detected the recoil protons, an
magnetic spectrometer that determined the momentum o
scattered proton. The beam polarization was found to
0.466 0.09(stat)6 0.07(syst), compared to the tagged-bea
polarization of 0.45, within the region of beam-polarizatio
magnitude of 0.35–0.55. Measurements ofDsL and of the
beam polarization with the CNI polarimeter could not
performed simultaneously, but instead alternated data ta
in several time periods.

Both polarimeters have demonstrated the polarization
the proton beam and verified the beam-tagging meas
ments. Polarimeter data using the polarized-antiproton be
were limited, and considering this, the results were simila
those of a polarized-proton beam. The relative system
error on the absolute beam polarization was estimated to
6 6%. The nominal beam momentum was 200 GeV/c and
the relative systematic error was estimated to be6 3%.

B. Polarized target

The polarized-proton target@44# used in this experimen
was a frozen-spin type@45# that used the method of dynam
nuclear polarization@46# to align the target protons preferen

.
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FIG. 4. Diagram of the
polarized-proton target. Shown in
this side view are the dilution re
frigerator, target, and polarizing
solenoid, which is displayed her
in the polarizing position. Par-
ticles from the polarized beam en
tered from the left, were scattere
in the target, and exited to the
right in this diagram. The solenoid
was moved to the left by 16 cm in
the frozen spin mode of operation
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tially in a longitudinal direction along the beam axis. Th
target assembly, displayed in Fig. 4, consisted primarily o
3He-4He dilution refrigerator, a superconducting soleno
and a nuclear magnetic resonance~NMR! detection system
All target controls and monitors were remotely located fro
the target.

The polarized-target volume was cylindrical, with a 3-c
diameter and 20-cm length. It was filled with approximate
2-mm diameter beads of frozen 1-pentanol~C5H12O!, con-
taining 6 wt. % water, doped with the paramagnetic mate
@47#, EHBA-Cr~V!. Pentanol contains one polarizable, fr
proton for about six, unpolarizable, bound nucleons. The
fective polarization dilution factor, including the liquid he
lium and target windows was 8.4. The beads were estim
to fill at least 98% of the entire target volume with a packi
fraction of 0.63, and have a density of 0.62 g/cm3. The target
constant,A, for free protons was 10406 38 mb, where
A5(NArL)21 andNA is Avogadro’s number,r is the free
proton density, andL is the target length.

The superconducting solenoid had an overall length of
cm and a warm bore diameter of 9.4 cm. It used 1.5 l/h
liquid helium, including transfers. The solenoid had a ma
mum field strength capacity of 6.5 T when powered at 1
A. For this experiment, the solenoid was operated at 2.5
The field uniformity in the target volume was better th
DB/B56 531025. In the frozen-spin mode, the center
the solenoid could be moved upstream 16 cm from the ce
of the target, with a magnetic field greater than 1.9 T rema
ing in the target volume. A portion of the target volum
remains within the homogeneous magnetic field region w
in the frozen-spin position. An unobstructed solid angle
130 mrad with respect to the beam axis was formed at
exit of the target in this solenoid position.

The 3He-4He dilution refrigerator was a separate un
from the polarizing solenoid, and laid horizontally with
coaxial geometry that had a center channel so that the u
structed beam could be incident on the target. The ta
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container was attached to the end of a quick-load inser
for installing the target material while all parts of the refri
erator were cold and under a helium atmosphere. The ci
lating pumps had a displacement of 5500 m3/h. The tem-
perature achieved in the frozen-spin mode was about 60
with a 4 mmol/s flow of3He. Temperatures were measur
by carbon resistors, calibrated against standard german
resistors. In the polarizing mode, the3He flow was around
24 mmol/s. The entire target apparatus stood on a table
could be moved perpendicular to the beam direction and
cessitated an articulated3He pump line. The liquid4He was
supplied through a flexible transfer line by a remote liquifi
A leak in the 3He pump caused some difficulty during th
data-taking period, and consequently the target-polariza
direction was changed less frequently than desired.
frozen-spin temperatures of less than 80 mK, the proton s
relaxation time was greater than 50 days.

Microwave frequencies near 70 GHz were supplied b
carcinotron and provided the appropriate change in ene
levels for enhancing the number of target protons in a p
ticular spin state. Reversal of the target polarization was
complished by a small change of microwave frequency.

The target polarization was measured using an NMR s
tem @48# operating at 107 MHz. Signals were detected
three NMR coils and were processed using signal averag
Each detector coil measured the target polarization at a
ferent location of the target. One of the three NMR coils w
located at the upstream end of the target, another at
downstream end, and the third in the middle. Because o
internal open circuit, the middle coil was inoperative duri
data accumulation. The NMR system was reasonably sta
measured to be better than 5%, throughout the entire d
taking period. No significant difference was seen in t
NMR coils between the upstream and downstream ta
ends, and also in the target polarization values between
larizing and frozen-spin magnet configurations. T
polarized-target data were transferred through CAMAC
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FIG. 5. Diagram of the experi-
mental setup. Shown are each
two scintillator planes for SNA1,
SNA2, and TRA hodoscopes, th
snake-magnet apertures, polarize
target, and the two veto counter
Also shown is a sample scatterin
angle, u, measured by the trans
mission hodoscope. Not shown i
this diagram is the second trans
mission counter located 46 m
downstream of the polarized tar
get. Note the difference in scal
between the horizontal and vert
cal axes.
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the experimental computer. During frozen-spin mode, m
surements of the target polarization were made once e
several hours, with no movement of the polarizing soleno

The absolute target polarization was found by compar
the enhanced spin state signal with that of a signal produ
when the target material was at thermal equilibrium nea
K. The free protons were typically polarized to eith
PT5 0.77 orPT520.80, in approximately 3–4 hours. Th
mean decay rate of the polarization was 1.516 0.16% per
day while in frozen spin mode.

An off-line analysis@49# established the target calibratio
for the entire data-taking period. The estimated uncerta
~2s estimate! on PT was established at6 6.5%. This value
included contributions from the temperature and statist
uncertainties of the thermal equilibrium NMR measureme
the NMR background, nonlinearity and residual drift, t
spatial uniformity of the polarization, and errors due to
terpolation and extrapolation. Most of these error contrib
tions were symmetrical and uncorrelated.

A positive sign forPT corresponded to a predomina
occupation of the lower Zeeman state, or an enhanceme
the spins of the target protons aligned parallel to the m
netic field of the target solenoid. Since this field point
upstream in this experiment, positive values ofPT referred to
the target spins aligned antiparallel to the incoming bea
particle momentum. The sign of the target polarization w
reversed about once per day to reduce possible system
effects related to the beam polarization reversal.

C. Detectors

1. Scintillator hodoscopes

A total of three scintillator hodoscope detectors were u
to define the incoming beam-particle trajectory, and to de
mine the amount of interaction the beam particle enco
tered in the polarized target. Each hodoscope consiste
two planes of scintillators that measured the particle posi
in the horizontal (X) and vertical (Y) directions. These de
tectors are shown in Fig. 5.

The first detector had two of these hodoscope plane
scintillators, designated SNA1X and SNA1Y, located ju
upstream of the spin-rotation~snake! magnets and 23.79 m
upstream of the experimental polarized target. Another
scintillator hodoscope planes, designated SNA2X a
SNA2Y, were located 2.46 m upstream from the polariz
target. These four hodoscopes measured the two sp
-
ry
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points that defined an incoming beam-particle trajectory
third set ofX and Y hodoscope planes, designated TRA
and TRAY and called the ‘‘transmission counter,’’ was th
first of two that were used to measure the amount of defl
tion in the beam-particle trajectory. This transmissi
counter was located 13.00 m downstream from the polari
target. The second transmission counter and associated
tronics were of a different design than the first, and are
scribed in Sec. II C 4.

All 6 hodoscope planes were designed such that e
scintillator overlapped its two neighbors by one-third~see
Fig. 14 in Ref.@35#!. Each third inX andY was designated
as a segment. Beam particles then interacted with either
or two scintillators as they proceeded through the hodosco
This overlapping scintillator design allowed for more spat
segments and less encoding electronic logic, as well as l
ing no gaps between scintillators.

The SNA1X and SNA1Y hodoscope planes consisted
16 instrumented scintillators, which were 6-mm wid
115-mm long, and 3-mm thick. The SNA1X plane had t
115-mm dimension in the vertical direction, so that the ov
lapping scintillator pattern was in the horizontal directio
The SNA1Y plane was rotated 90° with respect to SNA1
Each segment was 2-mm wide, with an overall span of
cm. Each scintillator was attached to a 1.27-cm-diame
ten-stage photomultiplier tube that produced a fast out
signal. The SNA1X and SNA1Y scintillators were chang
to a smaller 6-mm width from that given in Ref.@35# to
improve the angular resolution of the incoming beam. T
SNA2X and SNA2Y hodoscope planes also consisted of
scintillators of the same dimensions as the upstream sn
hodoscopes, and with a 2-mm segment size. A total of
segments defined the beam-particle position in each plan
the snake hodoscopes.

The first transmission counter consisted of 28 scintillat
per plane, again with an overlapping design with a 2-m
segment size. A total of 55 segments per plane measured
particle position, giving a total active area of 11311 cm2.
This area was much larger than the 25.7-mm@full width at
half maximum~FWHM!# size of the beam at this point. Eac
scintillator was viewed by a single, 1.27-cm-diameter pho
multiplier. The accuracy with which each of the scintillato
was aligned with respect to each other within a hodosc
plane was less than 0.5 mm.

2. Veto counters

Two scintillator veto counters were added to the expe
ment so that the number of triggers from muon beam h
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FIG. 6. Schematic diagram of theDsL elec-
tronic logic.
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and from particles that would miss the polarized-target m
terial would be reduced. The first veto counter, or muon v
counter, was located just downstream of the last snake m
net, and 4.80 m upstream of the polarized target. The m
veto counter was constructed from a large, single piece
scintillator, with a 40.6340.6 cm2 area, 1.3-cm thick,
viewed on the left and right sides of the beam by two ph
tomultiplier tubes. A single hole, 5.1 cm in diameter, allow
passage of beam particles, while beam halo particles w
detected within the scintillator. These detected halo partic
were then vetoed in the trigger electronics.

The second veto counter, or target veto counter, was
cated 1.85 m upstream of the polarized target. It consiste
four scintillators, in two sets of two scintillators, eac
6.35-mm thick and each viewed by a single photomultipl
tube. Two scintillators with a 2.7-cm-diameter semicircu
hole in each, abutted each other to cover a 15.2315.2 cm2

area perpendicular to the beam direction, and formed a
right veto. Likewise, the other two scintillators formed a
up-down veto with an identical hole arrangement. The
scintillators detected stray particles that would not interac
the polarized target, and were again vetoed in the electr
logic.

3. Experimental electronic logic

A schematic diagram of theDsL experimental electronic
logic is given in Fig. 6. The output of each scintillator in a
the hodoscopes first went into an amplifier, after which
signal was split into an analogue-to-digital converter~ADC!
for pulse-height information and into a discriminator for tri
ger logic signals. An output from the discriminator went in
a coincidence register and into programmable logic u
~PLU’s!. A combination of two PLU’s was sufficient to en
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code the hodoscope segment number from the overlap
scintillators within a snake hodoscope plane. In the fi
transmission counter, the odd- and even-numbered scint
tors for eachX and Y plane were encoded separately
PLU’s, which in turn were combined into an overallX and
Y segment hit. The purpose of the odd and even arrangem
was to provide a better estimate of the hodoscope efficien

The encoded hit segments from all of the snake~SNA!
hodoscopes defined a straight-line trajectory for each inc
ing beam particle. In order to unambiguously define this t
jectory, a single-segment hit was required in each of the f
hodoscope planes. The trajectory could then be projec
onto the plane of the transmission counter for each be
particle. This point defined an undeflected trajectory by
unscattered particle. A memory look-up unit~MLU ! took the
hit segment inX from the upstream and downstream sna
PLU’s and output the undeflected-trajectory segment p
tion. An identical arrangement was used for a segment p
tion in the vertical direction. Using both the segment positi
of the undeflected trajectory and the encoded hit segm
from the transmission counter, a difference in theX andY
positions could be calculated that is proportional to t
amount of scattering the beam particle has undergone.
output of the undeflected-X MLU is combined with the
transmission-counterX hit segment in a separate MLU t
determine aDX value. An identical arrangement is used
calculate theDY value.

The amount of scattering, given in terms of the mome
tum transfer squared for elastic scattering,t, was determined
by another MLU that used theDX andDY outputs, as well
as the nominal beam-particle momentum. The outputs of
MLU were then put into a series of scalers, divided into t
seven different polarization values and one for the sum of
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outputs. The assigned beam-polarization value for each
ticle, provided by the beam-tagging system, strobed the
propriate scaler for the givent-value signal. The scaler quan
tities produced the number of particles per beam-polariza
state for a given scatteredt bin, as well as the total numbe
of particle triggers.

Accidental triggers were also scaled in a similar mann
but the strobe signal to the scalers was delayed by a
115 ns. The delay corresponded to approximately six pu
of the accelerator microstructure.

The trigger signal that enabled all of the hodoscope s
ment encoding logic was defined by several beam and ta
veto detector requirements, the proper beam-particle tagg
and the computer and beam enabled signals. The beam
quirement consisted of anOR of all the scintillator signals
from a snake hodoscope plane that was formed at the
criminator. The output level of thisOR was set so that ther
was at least one, but no greater than two, scintillator
within a given hodoscope plane. This requirement for e
snake hodoscope plane enhanced the fraction of be
particle trajectories that were uniquely determined. The v
detector requirement was such that no signal came from
one of the following: the two beam-line Cˇ erenkov counters
the muon veto counter, and the four target veto counters
value for the beam-particle momentum and polarization m
be provided by the beam-tagging system.

In addition to these requirements, theDsL trigger was
generated whenever there was a single hit in each of
planes of the snake scintillator hodoscopes, given by the
coding PLU’s. A unique beam-particle trajectory wi
known momentum and polarization could be determined
the target for events with aDsL trigger. This trigger was
also used to strobe thet-value scalers. Most of the trigge
logic gates had outputs read by scalers for diagnostic
poses.

Several other quantities were scaled in t
DsL measurement. Some of these include: the numbe
particles tagged for positive, negative, and zero beam po
ization, the beam-tagging system hits and diagnostics,
transmission counter performance, and the numbers of
ticles assigned with undeflected and scattered distance
bothX andY directions.

All of the scalers were read by the computer and writ
to magnetic tape every two seconds during the 20-s b
spill, as well as a final read at the end of the spill, makin
total of 11 reads during the course of an accelerator cy
The scalers were cleared after the final read at the en
every spill. A total of 728 scalers were read via a ser
CAMAC connection of four crates, which included on
where the beam particles were tagged, located approxima
130 m upstream of the experimental target. A PDP-11
was used to acquire the data from CAMAC through a g
eral purpose interface.

A trigger was installed that ran at approximately 10 Hz
sample the outputs of the encoding electronics and to
on-line histograms so that the entire detector system coul
checked to see if it was functioning properly. Data that w
gathered during these sampling triggers included the ADC
segment hit patterns from each hodoscope, and the PLU
MLU outputs from each hodoscope. This sampling trigg
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was an invaluable diagnostic tool of the experiment perf
mance for both on- and off-line analyses.

Data acquired from the sampling triggers were s
through a high-speed link to a VAX workstation, where sta
dard software was used to view the data. Histograms w
filled to observe the polarized beam positions and trajec
ries, using the numerous planes of beam-line scintillator
doscopes. Beam tuning was accomplished by adjusting
magnet currents to optimize the beam position after view
the sampling trigger histograms. Crude performance che
of the scintillator hodoscopes were also monitored with
sampling trigger. Several times per day a complete chec
the experimental trigger and encoding electronics was m
by analyzing events in detail so that any abnormalities co
be found and corrected on-line. Other monitors included s
eral segmented-wire ion chambers located in the prim
proton beam.

4. Second transmission counter and electronics

A second transmission counter was used in
DsL measurements to provide important cross checks
the experiment. This detector was also an essential trigge
device for the CNI polarimeter@42# that was performed in
the same beam line. This transmission counter consiste
scintillators that used a different design from those in
beam-tagging and snake-magnet regions. Specialized e
tronics @50# tested if more than one incoming particle w
present and if a unique segment was hit in theX and Y
directions.

The second transmission counter was situated in the b
line a distance of 46 m downstream of the polarized targ
Five pairs of scintillation counters were used to define
X position of a particle track, and another five pairs theY
position. Two additional scintillators, each with an area
16316 cm2, were located in front of and behind theX and
Y counters, and were used to trigger the transmiss
counter. The thickness of all scintillators was 3 mm.

This transmission counter consisted of two sets of fi
pairs of plastic scintillation counters, with each counter co
sisting of strips of scintillating material. Figure 7 depicts t
array of scintillators in the second transmission coun
Each pair of counters subtended the same 163 16 cm2 total
area, but the total active area for each counter was one-
of this amount. The other counter within the pair, or t
‘‘inverse counter,’’ subtended the half not covered by t
first. The active regions of the five pairs of counters we
distributed to define 255 32 segments in a Gray Code pa
tern @50#. A position was then determined from the 32 ho
zontal and 32 vertical segments; each segment had a wid
5.0 mm.

The Gray Code design for this transmission counter w
chosen because~1! the number of photomultiplier tubes re
quired to instrument it was relatively small~20 tubes for
2332 segments!, ~2! the boundaries between the active a
inverse regions of a counter pair never lined up with t
boundaries of another pair,~3! any error due to ‘‘edge ef-
fects’’ in the counters with the narrowest strips never gen
ated a segment assignment that was more than one seg
offset from the true segment,~4! internal consistency check
allowed the rejection of certain events, such as multiple-tr
events, and~5! every particle was detected by the same nu
ber of counters. The comparison of scintillator hits from a
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tive and inverse patterns allowed cases to be recogn
where the resulting pattern was not consistent with a sin
track, but due to oblique or multiple tracks, edge effec
random coincidences with background particles, photomu
plier tube noise, or counter and electronics inefficienc
Patterns of hits from active and inverse hits, and the differ
types of inconsistent patterns were all monitored through
the experiment.

Similar electronics were used for both transmiss
counters. The undeflectedX andY segments at the secon
transmission counter were calculated in MLU’s from hits
the SNA1 and SNA2 hodoscopes. The quantities,DX, DY,
and t, were generated in the same manner as described
viously. Many signals were scaled to monitor this syst
performance~events scattered up, down, left, and right; go
and bad encoding of signals from the scintillation counte
etc.! and to also calculate values forDsL(pp) and
DsL( p̄p). Accidental coincidences, obtained by delaying t
transmission counter signals relative to theDsL trigger sig-
nal, were found to be negligibly small.

For the second transmission counter, the signal
strobed thet-value scalers included a requirement on t
beam in addition to theDsL trigger signal described above
A small, 3-mm-thick scintillation counter centered on t
nominal beam line upstream of the polarized target was u
with the specialized electronics described in Ref.@50#. The
goal was to eliminate events with two or more partic
within 6 150 ns of the beam particle in order to redu
rate-dependent effects. This was accomplished with dela
coincidences and anticoincidences, along with a special
cuit ~SBF5 Signal Bon Faisceau! with a threshold set on the
integrated analog signal from the counter. Approximat
15% of theDsL triggers were rejected with this addition
requirement, including some single particle events with la
energy loss.

III. CALCULATION OF DsL

The difference in total cross sections for a given so
anglei can be calculated from the relations

FIG. 7. Diagram showing the top view of the second ‘‘Gr
Code’’ transmission counter. The ‘‘direct’’ counters are shown u
shaded and the ‘‘inverse’’ counters are shaded. The second thr
sixth planes measured theX direction, and the seventh throug
eleventh measureY.
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ln~R1!52
1
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s tot8 2

PBPT

2A
DsL ,

ln~R2!52
1

A
s tot8 1

PBPT

2A
DsL ,

DsL,i52
A

PBPT
lnSRi

1

Ri
2D'2

2A

PBPT
e i , ~4!

where

e i5
Ri

12Ri
2

Ri
11Ri

2 , ~5!

and

Ri
65

Ni
6

N0
6 . ~6!

The target constant for free protons isA ~see Sec. II B!; PB
andPT are the beam and target polarizations, respectiv
Ri

6 is the ratio of the number of noninteracting beam p
ticles, Ni

6 transmitted through the target in thei th solid
angle normalized to the number of incident particles,N0

6 ,
for ~1! antiparallel and (2) parallel spin states. The tota
cross section for all of the nuclei in the beam line from t
target to the transmission counter iss tot8 .

The statistical accuracy of aDsL experiment is propor-
tional to the inverse of the square root of the total numbe
incident particles. Therefore, for about 1010 total particles
measured, a statistical accuracy of;1025 is obtained. This
value corresponds to a;50mb sensitivity in the
DsL value.

This measurement ofDsL was a transmission experimen
where the difference in the number of noninteracting p
ticles was counted in each spin state, parallel and antipa
lel. This number was determined from a calculation of t
square of the momentum transfert for each particle,

t524 upW u2sin2
u

2
'2~pu!2, ~7!

when the scattering is forward and the scattering angles
small. In the above equation,pW is the beam-particle momen
tum andu is the scattering angle. By projecting the incomin
particle trajectory onto the plane of a finely segmented
tector grid, and comparing this value with the detector e
ment that actually registers a ‘‘hit,’’ a transverse distance c
be calculated that is proportional to the scattering angle,

u'
D l

d
5

ADx21Dy2

d
, ~8!

whereDx andDy are the distances between the projec
segment that would be hit if there was no scattering, and
actual segment that was hit in the horizontal and verti
directions, respectively, andd is the distance from the targe
to the final detector. Thet value is then calculated from

-
gh
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t5
2p2~Dx21Dy2!

d2
. ~9!

In this experiment, the value ofp was nominally 200
GeV/c, the distanced was 13.00 m, and the ranges ofDx
andDy were 0–5 cm. The process of assigning at bin to a
particle scatter is depicted in Fig. 8. This calculation w
performed on-line electronically in about 275 ns, when
signal originated from the snake hodoscope discriminato
the calculated value oft. Since large numbers of particle
were needed to measure very small asymmetries, an of
reconstruction of each scattering event would have requ
enormous amounts of beam and computer time. Thus,
scaler experiment devised here can reach the desired s
tivity in a reasonable amount of time, with the disadvanta
of having no second chance at reconstructing individ
events in the data.

A total of 12 ‘‘t bins’’ were defined in the electroni
trigger for the first transmission counter. The first fourt bins
had a width of 0.0052 (GeV/c)2 each, whilet-bins 5–11 had
a width of 0.0104 (GeV/c)2 each. Eacht bin described an
annulus on the face of the transmission counter. The twe
t bin scaled the number of particles detected in the transm
sion counter, but were outside the range of the first 11t bins.
All those triggers that registered no or multiple hits in t
transmission counter were also recorded. A log plot of
number of particles that were detected by the transmis
counter as a function of the square of the four-moment
transfer,2t, is shown in Fig. 9 for all of the proton data. A
indicated by this plot, most of the particle hits were locat
in the first t bin, corresponding to a large number of tran
mitted particles and to only a small fraction of those th
were scattered at small angles. Most of the rest of the hit

FIG. 8. Diagram showing the face of the first transmiss
counter hodoscope and the algorithm for assigning at bin for a
particle scatter. The grid indicates the segments of the hodos
and the arcs indicate thet bins calculated for an undeflected traje
tory (s) projected to a hodoscope segment. The actual hit (*)
the hodoscope and the calculatedDX andDY positions to assign
the appropriatet value are shown.
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the othert bins indicated particles that were scattered fro
the target. Also shown in Fig. 9 are dots representing
corrected numbers of hits pert bin. Since the transmission
counter segments formed a 2-mm grid, and thet bins de-
scribed annuli, there was a mismatch in the assignmen
particles detected in a given transmission counter segme
the propert bin. A Monte Carlo simulation was written to
make this geometrical correction. The dashed line in Fig.
a fit of the function,aexp(bt1gt2)1d, which was used by
previous experiments inp-p and p̄-p scattering@51#, to the
corrected data.

The second transmission counter electronics used eigt
bins. The firstt bin extended to2t5 0.002 ~GeV/c)2, and
the next six had a width of 0.005~GeV/c)2, so thatt-bin 7
had events with2t< 0.032 ~GeV/c)2. The eightht bin in-
cluded those events in the transmission counter that w
outside the first sevent bins.

Since the total number of transmission counter hits
t-bin 1 was a combination of both transmitted and scatte
~background! events, the transmission asymmetry could
written,

e'
N1

12B12N1
21B2

N1
12B11N1

22B2

'F SN1
12N1

2

N1
11N1

2D 2S B12B2

B11B2D S B11B2

N1
11N1

2D G
3F11S B11B2

N1
11N1

2D G , ~10!

whereN1
6 is the total number of hits int-bin 1 for spin states

that are~1! antiparallel and (2) parallel,B6 is the number
of background hits withint-bin 1 for antiparallel and paralle
states, andN1

65T61B6, whereT6 is the number of non-
interacting particles detected by the transmission coun

pe

n

FIG. 9. Plot of the number of detected counts in the transm
sion counter as a function of2t. The points represent values co
rected for geometry, and the dashed line represents a fit to
corrected points.
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The background is assumed to be small for this approxi
tion. The term in Eq.~10! involving only N1 is simply the
asymmetry in the number of particles detected withint-bin 1
and namede1. Likewise, the term containing onlyB values
is the asymmetry in the number of background particles
namedeB . The quantity,B11B2, is the total amount of
background particles,B, andN1

11N1
2 is the total number of

particles detected withint-bin 1, N. Equation~10! can be
rewritten to calculate the transmission asymmetry as

e'S 11
B

ND e12
B

N
eB . ~11!

The valueB/N is small, so the contribution of the back
ground within t-bin 1 is small, as indicated in Fig. 9. Thi
background consists mostly of small-angle scatters that
found in t-bin 1. The background contributes about 3%
the total number of particles withint-bin 1, and the numbe
of transmitted particles is then about 97%. In Eq.~11!, the
contribution byeB to the transmission asymmetrye is also
small, so the major contribution toe comes from the asym
metry in the total number of particles detected int-bin 1,
e1.

The method chosen to find the background asymme
eB , calculated the individual asymmetries for eacht-bin i ,
e i . A straight-line fit was made through thee i data as a
function of2t, excludingt-bins 1 and 2 because they co
tained some fraction of the number of transmitted partic
An extrapolation of the data along this line was made
t50, where the value of the asymmetry at this point w
assigned to the value ofeB . A plot of the asymmetriese i as
a function of2t is shown in Fig. 10 for the entire sample o
protons with beam polarization values of 0.35–0.55.
straight-line fit to the data is also shown. An advantage

FIG. 10. Plot of the calculated asymmetry per experimental
as a function of2t. The dashed line is a fit through the data usi
t-bins 3–11.
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using this method is that the individualt-bin acceptances do
not need to be known, and nonuniformities cancel when c
culating the asymmetry.

Two other methods were investigated that could have
termined the value foreB . The first used the function
aexp(bt1gt2)1d, to fit the corrected data points, as show
in Fig. 9. From this fit, the number of background hits w
subtracted from the total number of hits withint-bin 1 so that
the number of transmitted particles could be determined.
asymmetry was then calculated from the transmitted nu
bers for parallel and antiparallel spin states. The cumula
error on the asymmetry was very large due to the sensiti
of the background fit to the data. This method was also v
dependent on the individualt-bin acceptances.

The second method again calculated individual asymm
tries for eacht bin, but did not fit at dependence to the data
It instead took a weighted average of the asymmetry val
for t-bins 3–11, and used this as the value foreB . The val-
ues obtained with this method were very similar to the ch
sen method.

A completely different analysis, described in Sec. IV
was used for a variety of tests and another calculation
DsL . This ‘‘global-fit’’ method considered all single hits
within the transmission counters as originating from non
teracting, transmitted beam particles. It assumed that b
grounds from elastic scattering and inelastic reactions w
negligible (B/N' 0), and that asymmetries were constant
a function oft ~see Fig. 10!. Different cuts on the scaler dat
were also applied using this method compared to the fi
analysis. Yet again, the results from this analysis were v
similar to the final method adopted.

Three different quantities were reversed in this expe
ment to reduce and cancel systematic errors. They were~1!
the direction of rotation of the beam-particle spin to1 and
2 longitudinal spin states@snake state#, ~2! the 1 and 2
target polarization directions@target state#, and~3! the tagged
1 and2 beam-polarization directions@pol state#. A total of
8 unique sums of scalersNi

6 from the runs are then define
according to the state of each of the three conditions abo
and 4 of these 8 sums correspond to the parallel spin s
Ri

2 , and 4 correspond to the antiparallel spin state,Ri
1 .

These 8 unique sums correspond to the spin states of
beam and target particles, shown in Fig. 11, by varying
three states described above. The values ofNi

6 , N0
6 , and

Ri
6 correspond to the parallel and antiparallel spin sums

played in Fig. 11. ForDsL , the states~a!–~d! in Fig. 11
correspond to the parallel spin sum.

IV. DATA ANALYSIS AND RESULTS

A. Data from the first transmission counter

In order for a beam spill to be included in the data samp
it had to pass several hardware requirements for
DsL trigger, as well as some additional software requi
ments. The hardware requirements have been presented
previous section. A beam particle had to have both a va
momentum and polarization value from the beam-tagg
system. A single hit in each of the planes of the snake s
tillator hodoscopes was also required to define a unique
ticle trajectory before the polarized target. In addition,

n
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FIG. 11. Diagram showing
parallel and antiparallel spin
states. Each state contains fo
combinations that are compose
of the reversible snake, target, an
beam-polarization states.
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particles should have been detected by the veto counters
event passing these requirements was considered to ha
valid DsL trigger.

The software data requirements were implemented
each spill of data. The scaler values were not allowed
decrease during the several reads of the spill, unless
scaler limit had been exceeded and rolled over to a m
lower value. The scalers recording events on the electro
logic gates in the trigger were required to show the pro
decreasing progression of values as more hardware req
ments were implemented. The spill was rejected and
moved from further analysis if this requirement did not ho
for the beam-tagging logic and theDsL trigger logic. The
other software requirements examined thet-bin values:~1!
the number of particles within eacht bin had to be less than
the total number of triggers,~2! the sum of all thet-bin
counts had to be equal to the total number ofDsL triggers to
within 1%, and~3! the transmission ratio of counts int-bin 1
to total triggers had to be greater than 0.6. The first t
t-bin requirements simply verified that thet-bin scaler num-
bers were reasonable, and the third checked that the tr
mission had not changed drastically.

Data were collected in alternating periods of1 and2
target polarizations, with interspersed use of polarized pro
and antiproton beams. The total number of polarized prot
tagged during the experiment was 1.2831011, which aver-
aged to 6.23106 polarized protons per spill. The total num
ber ofDsL triggers was 3.731010 with an average live time
of 88%. Almost all of the dead time was due to the sampl
trigger. The fraction of tagged-beam protons that satisfied
hardware requirement was 29.3%. The number of pro
beam spills that survived the software requirements w
98%.

The total number of polarized antiprotons tagged for
experiment was 9.2931010, with an average of 4.23106 per
spill. The total number ofDsL triggers was 6.33109, with
the same amount of live time as that for protons. The fract
of tagged-beam antiprotons that satisfied the hardware
ger was 6.8%. This difference in the number of triggers
tween protons and antiprotons was due to the factor of ab
5 in the ratio of background pions to antiprotons in the bea
The number of spills that survived the software requireme
was also about 98%.
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The average magnitudes of the beam and target pola
tions taken during the experiment were also determined.
average beam-polarization magnitude for values betw
0.35–0.55 was found to be 0.4573 for protons and 0.4575
antiprotons. The average tagged zero beam polarizat
were 0.0013 for protons and 0.0007 for antiprotons. The
erage magnitudes of the target polarizations were 0.73 for
proton beam data and 0.78 for the antiproton beam data

The number of accidental hits in the transmission coun
was monitored during the experiment. The rate of acciden
was about 1% of the total number of hits detected. Th
were some hardware problems in obtaining these num
during the entire data sample, and also some difficulty
properly normalizing the measured accidentals. Becaus
this, the accidental subtraction was not used in the analy
A check of the results using a portion of the data correc
and uncorrected for accidentals showed no difference in
asymmetry within statistics.

A large effort was made to calculate the efficiencies of
detector elements within the transmission counter. Beca
of the overlapping scintillator design, the efficiency calcu
tion was complex. However, not all of the information
perform this calculation was available at all times during t
experiment, and so the absolute efficiencies could not
determined. This correction to the number of hits was
included in the analysis. The relative efficiencies could
monitored from the distributions of hits within the detecto
and no large variations were observed during the data-ta
period.

The values of the asymmetries,e1, eB , ande, defined in
Eq. ~11!, are displayed in Table I for the entire sample
proton and antiproton data using beam-polarization abso
values between 0.35–0.55. Also shown are the uncorrec
calculated values ofDsL(pp) andDsL( p̄p), using Eq.~4!
and the values ofe calculated from Eq.~11!, and the average
magnitudes of the beam and target polarizations. The er
shown are statistical only, and all statistical errors were c
culated using a binomial distribution. All the data values
Table I are consistent with zero. An asymmetry was cal
lated using data with no or multiple hits in the transmissi
counter, and was also found to be consistent with zero
both protons and antiprotons. Additional corrections to
data listed in Table I are described in Sec. IV E.
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B. Data from the second transmission counter

An alternate analysis, the global-fit method, was us
with data from both transmission counters. This method u
20 measured transmission rates expressed in terms of l
combinations of two or three parameters:~1! the spin-
averaged total cross sections tot8 , ~2! theDsL value, and~3!
the parity-nonconserving asymmetryAL between1 helicity
and2 helicity beam or target particles,

lnRj52
1

A
s tot8 6

PBj
PTj

2A
DsL1~@6PBj

6 f PTj
#AL!,

~12!

wheref is the dilution factor for polarized protons compar
to the total nucleons in the target. The 20 transmission r
(Rj ) consisted of the eight from the conditions shown in F
11 with tagged-beam polarization magnitudes between 0
– 0.55, another eight with the same conditions but for po
ization magnitudes 0.25 – 0.35, and the four rates co
sponding to combinations of the two target states and the
snake states with beam-polarization magnitudes between
– 0.25. Each rate corresponded to the sum of counts from
first two or moret bins, and there were no terms represent
background from scattering events, since the results w
statistically consistent for the different number oft bins
summed. A fit was then made of the two or three parame
to the logarithm of the 20 transmission rates using ax2 mini-
mization procedure. The weights of the 20 terms were
justed to correspond to equal integrated beam intensity fo1
and2 target polarizations, for beam polarizations tagged1
and2, and for the two snake states. This procedure can
one class of possible systematic errors as described belo
comparison of theDsL values using data from the tw
transmission counters and calculated with the two-param
(s tot8 ,DsL), global-fit method was made with the resu
shown in Table II. It can be seen that the results in Table
and II, using different detectors, electronics, and analy
methods, agree within 1.5 standard deviations. Most of
data were collected simultaneously with the two transmiss
counters, although there were periods when only one de

TABLE I. Table of asymmetries fort bin 1, e1; background,
eB ; and transmission,e; and the uncorrectedDsL value for protons
and antiprotons with tagged beam polarization between 0.35–0
Errors are statistical only.

Beam Quantity Value

p e1 10.00000160.000006
eB 10.00004260.000084
e 10.00000060.000007

DsL(pp) 2642 mb

p̄ e1 20.00002160.000015
eB 10.00013360.000202
e 20.00002660.000017

DsL( p̄p) 2150698 mb
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tor was operational. Hence, the two values in Table II are
independent. Since the exact degree of correlation betw
the data from the two transmission counters was not de
mined, these measurements have not been combined an
data from the first transmission counter, after correction,
quoted as the final results. Also, the data analyzed for
first transmission counter in the two tables had both sligh
different data samples and requirements on the data.

The systematic errors in Table II were estimated by us
a variety of different weights for the 20 transmission ra
terms in thex2 minimization procedure. These include
weights corresponding to the measured integrated beam
tensity, so that the integrated beam intensity would be eq
for the two target states or for the two beam polarization a
two snake states, and the weights used for the data in T
II, as given above. The data fits were also performed
different sums of t-bin counts as well as the differen
weights. The estimated systematic errors were found fr
the variation of the parameters. The errors forDsL are
comparable to the statistical uncertainties.

Some tests of the data were performed with the globa
method. During one test, the ratio of the positive and ne
tive target polarizations was varied from the nominal va
by up to 15%. The effect on theDsL value from this varia-
tion was less than one-half of a standard deviation. Va
tions in the target polarization ratio were not expected to
this large, so the actual effect onDsL will also be smaller.
Another test artificially varied the amount of beam abso
tion in the target by up to 8% during one snake state;
absorption was assumed to be the same for both target s
and both beam polarization states. The result onDsL was
less than one-half of a standard deviation. This difference
transmission during a given snake state was expected t
very small compared to 8%. Finally, the value ofs tot8 derived
from the global-fit analysis was close to the anticipated
sult, taking into account all the material in the target and
beam between the SNA2 hodoscope and the transmis
counters. This value was usually very stable with time.

However, significant differences in the calculated para
eters, especiallyAL , were observed for subsets of the da
when the transmission rate was different for the two tar
polarization states. Such differences occurred for the res
from the second transmission counter when a helium
bag, located between the two transmission counters, bec
deflated on several occasions. In principle, such experime
incidents should not affect the calculatedDsL value if ~1!

5.

TABLE II. Comparison of results using the two transmissio
counters and a separate analysis program.DsL(I) is calculated us-
ing data from the first transmission counter, but the global
method.DsL(II) is calculated using data from the second transm
sion counter and the global fit method. These results are not u
elsewhere in the paper. The first error shown is statistical and
second is systematic.

Beam DsL(I) DsL(II)
(mb! (mb!

p 266628636 251652638

p̄ 268687682 2686103691
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the fractional change in the transmission rate was the s
for the two snake and the two beam polarization states,~2!
the magnitude of the beam polarization for the two polari
tion states was the same,~3! the two target polarizations ha
the same size, and~4! the integrated beam intensity was th
same for all 8 conditions shown in Fig. 11. The adjustm
of the weights in thex2 minimization procedure compen
sated for the last condition, and the beam-polarization m
nitudes for particles tagged1 and2 were very nearly equal
However, the two target polarizations often differed
;4%, and it could not be guaranteed that the gas bags
flated in such a manner as to cause equal fractional cha
to beam transmission for the two beam polarization sta
Thus the data from the second transmission counter were
used for the determination ofAL .

Furthermore, there was a class of systematic effects
affected the beam transmission from one condition in Fig.
differently from the other 7 conditions; this situation cou
produce errors in bothDsL and AL . Extensions to the
global-fit method with Eq.~12! would have required modifi-
cations in order to search for such systematic effects. Inst
the background subtraction method presented in Secs. III
IV A was chosen to search and correct for additional syste
atic effects, as described in the following sections. This a
has the advantage of minimizing certain types of system
errors that could influence the determination ofAL , but not
DsL .

C. False asymmetries

As described previously in Sec. III, eight unique sums
defined corresponding to the parallel (Ri

2) and antiparallel
(Ri

1) spin states of the beam and target particles.~Specifi-
cally, theRi

2 are ratios of the sum of the four unique sum
Ni

2 for parallel spins to the corresponding sum of fo
N0

2 .) By rearranging the eight sums into different combin
tions of ‘‘parallel’’ and ‘‘antiparallel’’ states, a total of 35
independent combinations can be made. Each combina
contains four parallel and four antiparallel spin sums, a
combinations that are only transpositions in the sign are
cluded. It is interesting to note that of these 35 combinatio
only four are well-balanced in each of the three quantit
~snake state, target state, and pol state!, having two of each
type of the three quantities in both the antiparallel and p
allel states. Included in these four special combinations,
DsL and a sum over the polarized target states to give
effective measurement of parity. The other two special co
binations should give an asymmetry value of zero, since a
ing together pairs of variables produces an effective unpo
ized beam and an unpolarized target.

One of these other two special combinations sums o
the two beam-polarization states to give an effective z
beam polarization, or unpolarized beam, and an effec
zero target polarization, or unpolarized target, and form
‘‘fake zero’’ asymmetry,eF . In Fig. 11, the states~a!, ~b!,
~g!, and ~h! correspond to the ‘‘parallel’’ spin sum ofeF .
The other one of these special combinations sums over
two snake rotations to give an effective unpolarized be
and target, and forms a ‘‘fake rotation’’ asymmetry,eR . The
states~b!, ~d!, ~e!, and~g! in Fig. 11 correspond to the ‘‘par
allel’’ sum of theeR asymmetry.
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There are three other combinations of these 35 that w
rant further scrutiny. Each of these three combinations c
tains only one state of the snake, target, and pol states in
‘‘parallel’’ and ‘‘antiparallel’’ sums. Thus an asymmetry i
formed that indicates how well the two reversible states c
cel. The combination that contains four sums of one of
snake states gives a ‘‘fake snake’’ asymmetry, the one c
bination that contains four sums of one of the bea
polarization states gives a ‘‘fake beam pol’’ asymmetry, a
the one combination that contains four sums of one of
polarized target states gives a ‘‘fake target’’ asymmetry. T
other 28 independent combinations do not correspond
physical meaning related to the experiment.

Of the total eight possible sums in the asymmetry cal
lation as shown in Fig. 11, only four sums would be used
one of the three states~snake, target, or pol! was held con-
stant. For example, if only one of the target polarizati
states was used, such as the1 target state, contributions to
the asymmetry would come from states~a! and~d! in Fig. 11
for the parallel sum, and from states~f! and~g! for the anti-
parallel sum. By holding each one of the three states c
stant, an estimate of how well the other two states can
could be made, as well as the contribution from each st
The results of this analysis, giving the appropriate values
the transmission asymmetrye andDsL , are given in Table
III for protons and antiprotons. The results show how w

TABLE III. Table of transmission asymmetriese andDsL val-
ues with a tagged beam polarization of 0.35–0.55 for both prot
and antiprotons. Thee andDsL values were analyzed from data fo
the special conditions listed. The numbers from the special co
tions are not used elsewhere in the analysis. Errors are statis
only.

Beam Quantity e DsL

(mb!

p All data 10.00000060.000007 2642

1PPT 20.00004560.000009 2280662
2PPT 10.00003860.000009 1241662

Snake1 10.00001860.000009 1112659
Snake2 20.00001860.000009 2112660

Pol1 20.00007560.000009 2469668
Pol2 10.00004460.000009 1273662

p̄ All data 20.00002660.000017 2150698

1PPT 20.00000160.000024 276146
2PPT 20.00005960.000023 23366134

Snake1 10.00012160.000024 17086148
Snake2 20.00017060.000024 29976157

Pol1 10.00006960.000024 14056148
Pol2 20.00008060.000023 24696138
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TABLE IV. List of tagged zero beam polarization,e0; fake zero,eF ; and pairwise spill,eW , asymmetries
for protons and antiprotons. Errors are statistical only.

Beam e0 eF eW

p 20.00006460.000007 20.00006060.000007 20.00000160.000006

p̄ 10.00003060.000017 10.00007360.000017 20.00002160.000015
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the quantities cancel, even though there are nonzero va
when one of the states is fixed.

Several other false asymmetries were calculated to un
stand systematic effects and provide information on the m
surement. The beam particles that were tagged with z
(20.25 to10.25) polarization could also be used to calc
late a ‘‘pol zero’’ asymmetry,e0. Of the three possible quan
tities that could change state, only the target and the sn
states could be reversed to reduce systematic results fo
pol zero asymmetry. The calculated value of the pol z
asymmetries are given in Table IV for protons and antip
tons.

Another quantity that was found to measure an effect
zero beam polarization is a ‘‘fake zero’’ asymmetry,eF , as
described previously. The number of beam particles tag
as ‘‘1’’ were added to those tagged as ‘‘2 ’’ to produce the
number of particles with a fake zero polarization. An asy
metry was then calculated using these numbers and is
shown in Table IV for protons and antiprotons. An adva
tage of using the fake zero asymmetries is that it uses
eight combinations of the three states shown in Fig.
while the pol zero asymmetry uses only four combinatio
and with a completely different set of tagged beam partic
The calculatede0 andeF asymmetries are the same sign a
magnitude, within statistics, of each other. The nonz
value may be due to a small misalignment of the transm
sion counter from the actual origin inX and Y from the
assumed origin. Other evidence for a misalignment com
from the values calculated when holding one of the th
states constant. The pol zero and fake zero asymmetries
the same magnitude and sign for the two polarized ta
states and the two beam polarization states. This indicat
constant offset explainable by a detector misalignment. T
misalignment could also cause the wrong assignment oft
value for the scattered event in a given beam polariza
state.

Two other asymmetries were formed and studied for p
sible effects: the ‘‘pairwise spill’’ asymmetry and the ‘‘snak
off’’ asymmetry. By adding the number of particles in ea
t bin for every other spill, and calculating the asymmet
eW , a measure of the change in experimental conditions
the time scale of a spill could be studied. The pairwise s
asymmetry is given in Table IV for protons and antiproton
both values are consistent with no effect. The ‘‘snake o
asymmetry used particles and conditions during the one
of 12 in the snake magnet reversal cycle when there wa
current in the snake magnets, as indicated by the Hall pr
values. This asymmetry was found to be unreliable due
changing beam-motion conditions when reversing sna
magnet polarities.

D. Studies for the systematic error estimate

Many different studies were made of effects that co
influence the data. Some of these studies included effe
es
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such as the beam transmission, beam motion, and target
sity, on the three reversible states. Others included dete
alignment, intensity, and left-right and up-down asymme
analyses. These studies were mostly performed with d
from the first transmission counter, and similar results w
observed with the second transmission counter.

1. Beam motion effects correlated with the snake state

One such study investigated the effects of changing
snake state, that is, by changing the direction of rotation
the beam-particle spin by the snake magnets to the long
dinal spin states. By forming left/right and up/down rati
from the number of particles measured in several detect
the amount of beam motion correlated with the snake s
could be observed. The veto scintillation counters and
scintillator hodoscopes, when viewed in this manner,
showed a periodic structure of 24 spills in the left/right ra
for both proton and antiproton data. This periodic structu
corresponded directly to the reversal of snake states. L
structure was observed in the up/down ratio. The horizon
beam motion originated upstream of the snake magnets
downstream of the beam-tagging area. Even though
cause was never verified, the motion was probably due
small vernier magnet, located between the two Cˇ erenkov
counters and not shown in Fig. 2, whose power supply w
located near those of the snake magnets. The large cur
used in the snake magnets influenced the power supply o
vernier magnet, as found by a linear relationship between
size of the effect and the snake magnet current. A chec
this was performed to see if the difference in the vern
magnet current between the two snake states affected
asymmetry and the beam position. An approximately lin
relationship was found between theDsL asymmetry and the
difference in vernier magnet current. A linear relationsh
was also observed with the pol zero asymmetry and the
ference in current. This correlation caused no difficult
with the data as long as the snake magnet current rema
constant.

The magnitude of this beam motion could be found fro
the centroids of the distribution of particles detected in
transmission counter. The difference in centroids betw
one snake state and the other showed a horizontal shi
(0.566 0.07) mm for protons and (20.516 0.16) mm for
antiprotons. Note that the shifts in the peak positions
opposite for protons and antiprotons, which also indica
that a bending magnet could be involved. The beam mo
that was observed in this experiment was measured u
data from theL-type snake configuration instead of th
N-type configuration reported in Ref.@35#. The overall effect
that this beam motion had on the transmission asymm
was minimized because there were approximately eq
numbers of spills with the snake magnets in each state,
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1176 55D. P. GROSNICKet al.
also because the spin direction of the protons in the polar
target was reversed several times.

2. Beam transmission correlated with position

Another study showed that there was a difference in
beam-particle transmission as a function of the tagged-b
polarization state for both protons and antiprotons. T
tagged 1 beam-polarization state always had a sligh
larger transmission than for the2 beam-polarization state
For example, int-bin 1 the difference in transmission wa
0.25% for protons and 0.29% for antiprotons. A plot of t
beam-particle transmission as a function of beam polar
tion is shown in Fig. 12. Since the1 and 2 beam-
polarization states are physically located on different side
the beam spot, it was conceivable that one part of the b
traversed a different part of the target or other material c
taining a different density than the other part. Such a diff
ent density in the target could be caused by the finite size
the beads or the nonparallel ends of the target volume.
other possible explanation was that a translation in the tra
mission counter caused a wrong assignment of thet bin for
the scattered particle. The number of particles assigne
t-bin 1 for one beam-polarization state could then
changed and cause a difference in the amount of beam tr
mission. However, an 0.19% difference in transmission
protons int bins 1 and 2 was also observed with the seco
transmission counter, where the translation would be
pected to be different.

The effect of a translation in the position of the transm
sion counter on the data was investigated during a pe
when the transmission counter was shifted 6.35 mm to
left of the beam axis. The computation of theDX andDY
values that were used to assign at value was now altered
such that the projected position from an undeflected tra
tory was not correct. Consequently, the noninteracting be
particles were now assigned values mostly int-bins 2 and 3,
instead oft-bin 1. A small difference was observed in th
t-bin assignment and the transmission for the two bea
polarization states. A shift in the numbers of scattered p

FIG. 12. Plot of the ratio of the number of valid hits in th
transmission counter with a proton beam divided by the total nu
ber of triggers as a function of the beam polarization.
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ticles pert bin then changed the calculated asymmetry
t bin. For example, after the translation in positio
e150.001876 0.00065, compared to the value ofe1 given
in Table I for antiprotons. This would then affect the fit o
the asymmetry as a function oft bin, and finally the back-
ground asymmetry calculation. The transmission asymm
was affected by a differentt-bin 1 asymmetry and much les
by the background asymmetry. Even though the effect of
two polarization states was cumulative, the resulting asy
metry for each was dependent on how well the other t
quantities cancel~snake and target states!, as shown in Table
III. A computer simulation showed that a displacement up
6 2 mm changed the transmission less than 1.5%.

The observed difference in the beam-particle transmiss
could then be partly explained by a translation of the tra
mission counter. Small density differences in the target co
also explain this difference in transmission between bea
polarization states and the change of transmission betw
the differentt bins, as described below.

3. Polarized target studies

Another study was made of effects related to the polari
target that may influence the data. Proton data taken with
target solenoid located in the polarizing position, centered
the target, were compared with data when the solenoid
in the large-aperture position of the frozen-spin mod
moved 16 cm upstream of the target center. No differenc
the DsL asymmetry was observed. However, the pol ze
asymmetry and the fake zero asymmetry both showed dif
ences between the two solenoid positions that may be du
a difference in the position of the beam. A test to determ
if the solenoid caused a small amount of beam steering
inconclusive.

Another study involving the target was made on the re
tive amounts of3He and4He in the target volume and how
much this difference contributed to the beam transmission
target density difference could explain the difference in
transmission between the1 and2 beam polarization states
At a period when the3He level within the target was low
compared to normal conditions, an overall drop in the be
transmission ratio for the number of particles int-bin 1 was
observed to be 0.3%. The explanation was that since
3He level was low, there was more4He in the target, and
consequently, more scattering and less transmission
curred. Thus it was possible to observe a difference in
target density. No difference was seen in the transmiss
rates between1 and2 polarization states of the beam du
ing this test. There was also no difference observed in an
the asymmetries due to the transmission difference relate
the target density. It is interesting to note that the drop in
number of particles int-bin 1 corresponded to an increase
the number of zero and multiple hits and large-angle scat
(t-bin 12! detected by the transmission counter. This patt
occurred for both the1 and2 beam polarization states. A
small difference in the transmission was also observed w
detectors and other material were removed from the be
line.

4. N- and S-type scattering asymmetries

An analysis was performed to determine asymmetries
ing the beam polarized in theN direction, which is vertically

-
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perpendicular to the beam axis. A left-right asymmetry w
calculated from the following relation,

eLR5
~L11R2!2~L21R1!

~L11R2!1~L21R1!
, ~13!

whereL andR are the normalized number of particles d
tected in the transmission counter to the left and right,
spectively, of the undeflected beam-particle trajectory, as
fined by theDX value, and1 and2 correspond to the up o
down spin orientation of the particle. The termsL1 , R2 ,
etc. contain contributions from both the snake and pol sta
Due to the method in which the scattered particles were
signed, the quantityeLR is sensitive to a1N spin in that
portion of the beam tagged with positive polarization, and
a2N spin for the negative polarization~or vice versa!. The
asymmetryeLR is not sensitive toS-type orL-type spin com-
ponents in the nominalN-type beam, or to equal amounts
a 1N (2N) spin component in both the1 and2 parts of
the beam. The up-down asymmetryeUD was formed in an
analogous manner to Eq.~13! by substitutingU andD for
L and R. The value ofeLR gives a ‘‘type’’ of Coulomb-
nuclear interference measurement of elastic scattering, w
should produce a nonzero left-right asymmetry and a z
up-down asymmetry. The data are presented in Table V
protons and antiprotons. TheeLR value for protons showed
significant asymmetry, a 13s effect, and for antiprotons, a
smaller 5s effect. The results foreUD for both protons and
antiprotons were consistent with zero. These results cle
show that there was a large asymmetry from a polari
beam in the expected manner.

Values of eLR and eUD were also calculated using th
tagged zero polarization beam particles. A large left-rig
asymmetry was found, and that was again consistent wi
translation of the transmission counter and beam motion
similar effect was also observed in the up-down asymme
for the tagged zero polarization particles.

A further investigation of this analysis compared the
results with the actual CNI measurement performed in
beam line. In Ref.@42#, the analyzing power decreased b
several percent as a function of2t, in the region
2t> 331023 (GeV/c)2. The data accumulated in the CN
like measurement are displayed in Table VI, where the2t
value is the average of a range of severalt bins, andeLR is
the left-right asymmetry calculated in this range. The d
indicate a decreasing asymmetry, which is related to the a
lyzing power, as a function of increasing2t. These data
followed the general trend of thet dependence given in th
CNI results as shown in Fig. 13, but the magnitudes
smaller due to various unmeasured backgrounds. The s
t dependence was found for the antiproton beam data, bu
measured asymmetries were not as large. The up-d
asymmetries as a function of2t were consistent with zero

This sameN-type spin analysis using the left-right an
up-down asymmetry calculations was performed on all
longitudinally-aligned spin data. The results are shown
Table V, and indicate a nonzero left-right asymmetry
both the proton and the antiproton data. A similar effect c
be observed for the up-down asymmetries. These non
values could be due toN- andS-type spin components in th
beam, but could also be due entirely to detector misali
s
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ment, beam motion, and the wrong assignment oft-bin val-
ues. If the effect ineLR was due entirely to anN-type com-
ponent, an angle showing the maximum amount of rotat
of the polarization vector from purelyL-type beam could be
calculated. These were found to be (4.16 0.8)° for protons,
and (26.46 2.9)° for antiprotons. Calculations from
Monte Carlo program using the observed beam motion
misalignment give approximately the same value foreLR .

5. Other tests

Another test of the beam had the primary production t
get, which produced theL hyperons for the polarized pro
tons, removed from the primary 800-GeV/c proton beam.
Less than 2% of the amount of the original beam remained
a background. This indicated that there were no signific
secondary sources in the beam line.

An observation was made that the beam made a sl
horizontal angle relative to the center line of the bea
tagging hodoscopes that provide the measurement of
beam polarization. This angle caused slightly more be
particles to be tagged with a positive polarization at high
momenta, and slightly more with negative polarization
lower momenta. If the transmission asymmetry was cor
lated with the momentum, then a false asymmetry could
sult. This effect, however, cancels when the snake mag
are reversed.

Some on-line studies were made of the quality of the d
related to beam intensity. A high beam intensity caused
stable conditions with the electronic trigger and hardware
was also found that the data exhibited variations outside
statistics. Due to these problems, the intensity of the po
ized beam was set at an average of 6.23 106 particles per
spill for protons, and 4.23 106 particles per spill for antipro-
tons, even though the beam line was capable of a m
higher intensity. From the data taken within this intens
boundary, no correlation was observed between intensity
the calculated asymmetries. Tests were also made by ad
ing a collimator, located upstream of the beam-tagging
gion. Opening the collimator increased the intensity of t
beam, but most of this increase was due to background
indicated by the increase in particles vetoed in the trigger
the beam Cˇ erenkov counter. The second transmissi
counter and theSBF logic were less sensitive to rate effect

Events taken during the 10-Hz sampling rate includ
much information that was not available from the data ac
mulated with the scalers. These data included moment
polarization, and particle hit distributions, all as a function
the snake and pol states. The particle hit distributio
showed the expected pattern of the1 and2 beam polariza-
tions being on opposite sides of the beam spot horizonta
with the zero polarization state between the two. The ho
zontal spatial difference between the1 and2 beam polar-
ization centroids was about 5 mm at the transmiss
counter. It also showed that the beam size was decrea
due to focusing at the target. The momentum distribut
showed fewer particles at the higher momentum values,
a vertical spatial difference of about 4 mm from low to hig
momenta at the transmission counter. There were also
than 2% differences in the average momentum values
tween the two snake states and the two beam polariza
states. In most of the distributions, there was little or
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TABLE V. Calculated left-right,eLR , and up-down,eUD , asymmetries, using theN-type andL-type spin
orientation of the proton and antiproton beams. Errors are statistical only.

Orientation Beam eLR eUD

N p 10.00248660.000181 20.00020360.000186

p̄ 10.00173860.000350 20.00001160.000360

L p 10.00017960.000036 20.00018060.000037

p̄ 20.00019460.000088 10.00021060.000090
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difference between the proton and antiproton beam data.
data sampled on-line were also a productive diagnostic
for understanding experimental effects in the off-line ana
sis.

As discussed previously, the data were read by the c
puter a total of 11 times during a beam spill. Asymmetr
were calculated for several different reads of the data
check for any variations that may occur during the spill. N
significant variations from the average spill asymmetry w
observed during these reads. The first data read was obse
to contain about one-third the number of particles in it co
pared to the other reads.

Most of the tests for systematic errors indicate that
observed results will have no significant effect on the m
sured data. This is primarily due to the cancellation of asy
metries by reversing the spin state. Most of the obser
effects on the false asymmetries could be explained by th
many tests.

E. Calculation of DsL and the systematic error

The data were accumulated in several groups, each g
containing approximately 30 hours of data during one po
ized target state. The data fell naturally into these grou
each spill contained particles with both1 and 2 beam-
polarization states, and the snake state reversal occurre
ery 12 spills. Asymmetries were calculated for each group
data, and theDsL transmission, fake zero, fake rotation, a
parity asymmetries are given per group for protons and
tiprotons in Table VII. The effect of changing the target sta
can be observed in Table VII. For example, theeR asymme-
tries for each group of data are very large, yet when all
group data are taken into account, they cancel fairly wel

As discussed previously, the two quantities, fake zero
fake rotation asymmetries, give an effectively unpolariz

TABLE VI. Table showing thet dependence of the left-righ
transmission asymmetry,eLR , using anN-type polarized proton
beam. Three ranges oft values are displayed, with the averaget
value per range also given. Errors are statistical only.

t range 2t eLR
~GeV/c) 2

Small 0.009 10.00387560.000335
Mid 0.019 10.00261660.000300
Large 0.046 10.00110760.000317
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beam and target when averaging over the entire data sam
The asymmetries for these two quantities should therefore
zero since there is no spin enhancement in any state. H
ever, for the groups in Table VII there is no average over
target states. In this case,eF corresponds to an average ov
the pol states, but a single snake and target state, aneR
corresponds to an average over the snake states, but a s
pol and target state. Thus,eF is sensitive to effects caused b
snake state differences, such as the beam motion desc
earlier, andeR is sensitive to pol state differences, su
as the varying transmission across the beam spot. In an i
experiment, botheF and eR would be zero. If either or
both eF and eR are nonzero, the data can be correct
using the correlation of these asymmetries with t
DsL transmission asymmetry,e. The differences ine before
and after the corrections then give an estimate of the syst
atic error.

FIG. 13. Comparison of thepp elastic scattering polarization
parameterAN obtained with the CNI polarimeter from Ref.@42# and
the values from the CNI-like measurements in this experime
These latter values are the ratio ofeLR from Table VI to the beam
polarization, and they are smaller in magnitude than the actual
data because of various backgrounds. The errors shown do no
clude the systematic error on the absolute beam polarization.
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TABLE VII. List of DsL transmission,e; fake zero,eF ; fake rotation,eR ; and parity,eP , asymmetries
from target groups for both protons and antiprotons with a tagged beam polarization of 0.35–0.55. Err
statistical only.

Beam Group e eF eR eP
(31026) (31026) (31026) (31026)

p 1 146656 135656 22164656 146656
2 256620 2107620 1407620 56620
3 32617 80617 21577617 32617
4 23617 2123617 1473617 3617
5 2154656 182656 1697656 154656
6 88620 266620 21409620 88620
7 265625 65625 1384625 65625
8 91634 2163634 21273634 91634
9 261618 83618 1278618 61618
10 213616 219616 21355616 213616

wt. av. 2467 21567 23467 4167

p̄ 1 269640 129640 1823640 69640
2 2137644 22644 21928644 2137644
3 120651 95651 1357651 2120651
4 21643 226643 21574643 21643
5 68670 103670 1569671 268670
6 294654 2180654 21483654 294654
7 13647 166647 21563647 13647
8 261645 234645 1506645 61645

wt. av. 232617 37617 298617 224617
ee
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Table VIII shows the uncorrectedDsL transmission
asymmetries per group for protons and the totalx2 from each
of the group data points. Correlations were made betw
the transmission asymmetries per group and the fake
and fake rotation asymmetries per group. The transmis
asymmetries were corrected using a straight-line fit of
n
ro
n
e

correlation and finding the values ofe when the other two
asymmetries were set to zero. Table VIII also shows
corrected values and thex2. Using these corrected asymm
tries, the target constant, and the average beam and t
polarizations per group, the values ofDsL(pp) could be
calculated, along with a weighted average of these valu
The
e

TABLE VIII. List of corrected and uncorrected asymmetries and the totalx2, the corrections to the
asymmetries, and theDsL value per group for protons with a tagged beam polarization of 0.35–0.55.
total x2/NDF for uncorrectede is 8.0 and for correctede is 2.2. Errors are statistical only except for th
weighted average, where the first error given is statistical and the second is systematic.

Group Uncorrectede x2 eF correction eR correction Correctede x2 DsL(pp)
(31026) (31026) (31026) (31026) (mb!

1 146656 7.2 33617 262610 116659 4.3 6746345
2 256620 6.8 226610 4167 241623 2.3 22766154
3 32617 4.5 1967 24567 6620 0.5 376114
4 23617 0.0 230610 4267 10621 0.7 616127
5 2154656 7.2 44620 4968 261660 0.9 23696350
6 88620 21.1 21667 24167 31622 3.1 1946135
7 265625 6.0 1668 4067 29627 0.0 2586157
8 91634 7.8 240615 23766 15638 0.4 956215
9 261618 10.1 2068 3766 24621 0.1 2326121
10 213616 0.3 2564 23966 257618 8.1 24146131

wt. av. 2467 2968 242648653
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TABLE IX. List of corrected and uncorrected asymmetries and the totalx2, corrections to the asymme
tries, and theDsL value per group for antiprotons with a tagged beam polarization of 0.35–0.55. The
x2/NDF for uncorrectede is 3.0 and for correctede is 1.8. Errors are statistical only except for the weight
average, where the first error given is statistical and the second is systematic.

Group Uncorrectede x2 eF correction eR correction Correctede x2 DsL( p̄p)
(31026) (31026) (31026) (31026) (mb!

1 269640 0.9 266633 224619 2159655 4.5 29836344
2 2137644 5.8 211623 26620 2123653 2.0 26886302
3 120651 8.8 249632 218614 53662 2.4 3076361
4 21643 0.5 13623 21616 33651 2.3 1986297
5 68670 2.0 253641 221616 26683 0.2 2386504
6 294654 1.4 92645 20615 18672 0.8 1116419
7 13647 0.9 285641 21616 251664 0.0 22956361
8 261645 0.4 17624 220615 264653 0.2 23886327

wt. av. 232617 245621 225661246109
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An estimate of the systematic error was then made by
recting the statistical error byAx2/NDF to obtain a total er-
ror, and from this total error derive the systematic err
The experimental result isDsL(pp)52426 48(stat)
6 53(syst)mb. The systematic and statistical errors are
proximately equal, and the value did not change by m
than 1s after the corrections. An additional systematic err
corresponding to the absolute beam and target polarizati
is 6 6.8% or6 3 mb.

The same analysis can be performed using the antipr
beam data. The uncorrected and corrected data are pres
in Table IX for each group data point, along with th
total x2 and DsL values. The result isDsL( p̄p)
522566 124(stat)6 109(syst)mb. Again, the statistica
and systematic errors are comparable, and the value
DsL hardly changed after the corrections. The additio
systematic error corresponding to the absolute beam and
get polarizations is6 17 mb.

No corrections@52# were made to the data for Coulomb
nuclear interference, known to be significant at lower en
gies. For this measurement, the corrections were calcul
to be a few microbarns, which is small compared to the ot
uncertainties.

F. Comparison ofDsL to theoretical models

Two theoretical models offer predictions forDsL(pp).
One model is based on conventional Regge phenomeno
and the other comes from phenomenology of jet phys
There are no published theoretical predictions
DsL( p̄p).

The model@53# based on conventional Regge pheno
enology has theA1 pole as the leading singularity with un
natural parity that can couple to thet-channel, unnatural-
parity exchange amplitude,U0, at t50. Unitarity relates
DsL(pp) to the imaginary part of this scattering amplitud

by DsL(pp)5(8p/k)ImU0, andU05
1
2 (f12f3), as de-

scribed in Eqs.~1! and~2!. If U0 has coherent Regge beha
ior in this region, thenDsL(pp)'cplab

a21 , wherea is the
intercept of theA1 trajectory and has the value of20.15,
plab is the laboratory momentum, andc is a constant normal
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ized to theDsL(pp) values withplab between 4 and 11.75
GeV/c. Extending this to a laboratory momentum of 20
GeV/c, the estimate becomesDsL(pp)'220 mb.

The other model@54# includes contributions from hard
pointlike scattering mechanisms and soft, coherent dynam
to formDsL(pp), and by measuring the hard-scattering co
tribution, information on the spin-dependent quark and glu
distributions within the polarized proton can be obtaine
The quantity DsL can be decomposed into two part
DsL(pp;s) 5 DsL

soft(pp;p0 ,s) 1 DsL
jet(pp;p0 ,s), where

DsL
soft is the contribution from coherent hadron dynamic

DsL
jet is due to the pointlike contribution from the scatterin

of quarks and gluons,p0 is the momentum cutoff paramete
distinguishing the two parts, ands is the square of the c.m
energy. A measure of the energy dependence ofDsL

jet for a
fixed cutoff parameter can provide new information conce
ing the energy regime where the hard-scattering approxi
tion is valid. The value ofDsL

jet can be sensitive to the spin
dependent gluon distribution in a polarized proton,DG, and
can differentiate between no, small, or largeDG values.

Two estimates ofDsL
jet are given here, one with a larg

DG value and the other withDG5 0. Using p0
2 5 5

~GeV/c)2 and As 5 20 GeV for both estimates,DsL
jet

' 26 mb for ^DG& 5 6, andDsL
jet ' 2 mb for ^DG& 5 0.

Note that the predicted values ofDsL
jet are positive in this

model, while the prediction using Regge phenomenology
negative at 200 GeV/c. An estimate ofDsL

jet( p̄p) will be
approximately the same as that forDsL

jet(pp), regardless of
which gluon model is used. For largeDG, the contributions
of the different scattering processes toDsL

jet are dominated
by gluons, which contribute the same amount to both of
p-p and p̄-p cross sections. ForDG5 0, the difference in
the cross sections is dominated by the valence quark co
butions, but this difference is on the order of a fraction o
mb, depending onp0, which is likely to be much smaller
than either total cross section@55#.

Figure 14 shows the experimental values
DsL(pp) andDsL( p̄p) at 200 GeV/c, including the statis-
tical and systematic errors, and the theoretical predictions
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DsL and DsL
jet . The experimental data for bot

DsL(pp) andDsL( p̄p) are consistent with zero within th
errors. From this summary, the experimental data points
DsL at 200 GeV/c are not able to differentiate between th
two theoretical models, or between no or largeDG contribu-
tions to the proton spin inDsL

jet . A more precise measure
ment ofDsL at a higher energy may be able to do this. T
sign and the magnitude ofDsL(pp) are consistent with the
asymptotic energy dependence of the Regge amplitudes
posed to explain the values at 6 and 11.75 GeV.

One motivation for this measurement, described in Se
was to investigate to what extent the helicity-changing a
plitudes participated in the rise of the unpolarized, total cr
sections. Since the value ofDsL is consistent with zero for
both p-p and p̄-p scattering at 200 GeV/c, it appears that
this rise in the cross section is not due to spin effects. A
other motivation was thatp̄-p interactions may result in sig
nificant polarization effects due to the dependency on
helicities of the annihilation of two spin-1/2 particles in
vector intermediate states. Again, becauseDsL( p̄p)' 0, this
dependence does not seem strong. Finally, sinceDsL is re-
lated to the helicity amplitudes, as given in Eq.~1!, and the
value isDsL' 0, then Imf1(0)'Imf3(0) at 200 GeV/c.

V. PARITY NONCONSERVATION

A. Introduction

Parity conservation requires that no asymmetry should
observed in the scattering of a longitudinally-polarized be
incident on an unpolarized target. That is, if parity is co
served, the cross section cannot depend on whether the
ticle helicity is positive or negative. A measurement of t
longitudinal-polarization asymmetry,AL , can detect parity
nonconservation sinceAL involves terms that change sig
under the parity operator. The quantityAL is defined as

AL5
1

uPBu
s12s2

s11s2 , ~14!

wherePB is the longitudinal beam polarization ands6 are
the cross sections when the spin direction is parallel~1! or

FIG. 14. Summary ofDsL data from this experiment and co
responding theoretical predictions from Refs.@53# and @54#. The
error bars indicate statistical errors only and the extended error
include both statistical and systematic errors.
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antiparallel (2) to the beam momentum. Experiment
knowledge of the strangeness-conserving hadronic weak
teraction can be gained through parity-nonconservation
periments.

Previous experiments ofAL at five kinetic energies be
tween 13.6 MeV and 5.1 GeV have been performed us
beams of polarized protons incident on unpolarized targ
The first @56# of these used 15-MeV polarized protons on
liquid-hydrogen target and foundAL52(1.760.8)31027.
The second@57# was at 5.1 GeV and used a water target. T
value measured wasAL51(26.566.06 3.6)31027. The
third measurement at 800 MeV used both a water target
a liquid-hydrogen target. The value@58# of AL for polarized
protons on the water target wasAL51(1.7
63.361.4)31027, and the value@59# using the liquid-
hydrogen target,AL51(2.461.160.1)31027. The high-
precision measurement@60# at 45 MeV used a polarized
proton beam and a liquid-hydrogen target to obta
AL52(1.5060.22)31027. The most recent measureme
@61# was at 13.6 MeV and foundAL52(1.560.5)31027.
All of these measurements were dedicated experiments
acquired data for several years and had expended muc
fort to reduce systematic errors. The value ofAL at 5.1 GeV
is noted to be much larger than the others.

The experimental data at the lower energies can be
scribed reasonably well with the theoretical predictio
based on a meson-exchange model@62–71# and a hybrid-
quark model@72#. The meson-exchange model has one
two meson exchanges between a parity-conserving, str
interaction vertex and a parity-nonconserving, weak inter
tion vertex. At energies below a few hundred MeV inp-p
elastic scattering, the parity-conserving interaction is
scribed by meson-exchange potentials, while the par
nonconserving interaction is described by several mes
nucleon coupling constants. The predictions gi
AL;1027. Other theoretical calculations are based on
multiperipheral model@73#, and heavy-boson exchange@74#.

At higher energies, a quark-model calculation@75,76# of
AL shows that the dominant contribution comes from t
parity-nonconserving interaction of two quarks from t
same beam proton that may be described as a mixing of
beam protons into intermediate states of negative parity. T
higher-twist subprocess dominating the high-energy as
metry can be approximated in the parton model as qua
vector diquark scattering. A vector diquark from the pola
ized proton ~unpolarized target! interacts strongly with a
quark from the unpolarized target~polarized beam! with the
parity-nonconserving weak interaction occurring only b
tween the quarks of the vector diquark. The asymmetry c
tains soft processes with poorly-known individual para
eters, so the normalization needs to be fixed by experime
data. Once this is fixed, all of the uncertainty in the asy
metry is due to a parameterb, which effectively represents
the rate of scale variation of the strength of the QCD co
pling. By fixing the normalization to the 5.1-GeV data poin
the theoretical prediction at 800 MeV matches the exp
mental value fairly well. This calculation predicts a value
AL;1024 at a laboratory momentum of 200 GeV/c for
b5 1.4.

The energy dependence ofAL from this model had been
criticized @77# for not using the proper normalizing cros
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1182 55D. P. GROSNICKet al.
section in the calculation. TheAL values would then be
< 231027 for energies up to 500 GeV. However, this cri
cism was refuted@76# by the original authors of the mode
stating that the calculations used in the criticism did not
a running coupling constant nor a complete set of grap
and did not properly implement gauge invariance.

Another theoretical prediction@78# at high energies use
the parity-nonconserving, nucleon wave function effect
calculate an asymmetry. This is accomplished by addin
weak-interaction amplitude from the interaction ofW6 and
Z0 bosons to the strong interaction amplitude. These ve
bosons are exchanged between the three quarks of a s
nucleon. The high-energy limit of the asymmetry due
wave function renormalization is given b
AL
wf5(plab/Elab)CN , where CN5 2.1631026 for protons

and takes into account contributions from different diagram
This formula@79# is also valid for thep̄-p process becaus
the elasticp̄-p amplitudes can be described in terms of t
same Regge exchanges up to a sign. The predicted valu
both AL(p) and AL( p̄) at 200 GeV/c is then 2.1631026.
This model has also been criticized@77,80–82# because the
energy dependence is too weak, so that at lower energi
has much largerAL values than the experimental data.

None of the theoretical approaches can accurately por
the energy dependence ofAL over the entire range of mea
surements. The meson-exchange model reasonably desc
the experimental results up to 800 MeV, but underestima
the 5.1-GeV result. The higher-energy quark model pred
the data at 800 MeV and 5.1 GeV, but is not applicable
low energies.

B. Derivation of the parity-nonconserving asymmetry,AL

In this experiment at high energy, the same method us
corrections to theDsL transmission asymmetry from th
first transmission counter could also be used to obtai
value for the parity-nonconserving parameter,AL . The sums,
as shown in Fig. 11, are arranged in the asymmetry calc
tion to give an effective unpolarized target. The states~b!,
~c!, ~f!, and~g! in Fig. 11 were used in the ‘‘parallel’’ sum
The asymmetrieseP per group that measure the parity a
given in Table X. The magnitudes of the asymmetries
identical to those forDsL because the same sums are us
in both calculations, but the signs are sometimes differen
the case ofDsL to account for the polarized target spin. Th
uncorrected and corrected asymmetries are given in Tab
for each group, along with the totalx2 andAL values. The
corrections were made to theDsL data, but the appropriat
signs were changed in the corrected asymmetry ofDsL to
form the corrected parity asymmetry. The average magnit
of the beam polarization per group was used with the c
rectedeP to calculate the individualAL values. The system
atic error was calculated in the same fashion as describe
theDsL analysis. The experimental result for parity nonco
servation in proton scattering is AL(p)51@5
6 17(stat)6 20(syst)#31026, which is consistent with
zero.

Using the same analysis forAL with the antiproton beam
data as that for protons, the uncorrected and corrected
total x2, andAL values per group are presented in Table X
The result for parity nonconservation in antiproton scatter
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is AL( p̄)51@226 46(stat)6 55(syst)#31026. This result
is also consistent with zero.

Figure 15 compares theAL(p) result from this experimen
with the previous measurements ofAL at lower energies. The
curves represent the theoretical predictions ofAL from the
quark model@75,76# with different values of the paramete
b. The theoretical prediction from the wave function reno
malization model@79# would appear in Fig. 15 as a horizon
tal straight line close to the value of zero. The predictio
based on meson-exchange models@62–71# would also be
displayed as a line very close to zero.

The target material used in this experiment was penta
as described in Sec. II B. The hydrogen fraction of penta
is 13.6%, compared to 11.1% for the water target used
Ref. @57#. Since the hydrogen fraction is nearly the same
both, the present results ofAL at 200 GeV/c can be com-

TABLE X. Parity data for protons with a tagged beam polariz
tion of 0.35–0.55. Listed are the uncorrected and corrected as
metries,eP , the totalx2, and theAL value per group. The uncor
rectedx2/NDF is 8.0 and the corrected value is 2.4. Errors a
statistical only except for the weighted average, where the first e
is statistical and the second is systematic.

Group UncorrectedeP CorrectedeP x2 AL

(31026) (31026) (31026)

1 146656 116659 3.7 2546129
2 56620 41623 2.9 89649
3 32617 6620 0.0 14643
4 3617 210621 0.4 222645
5 154656 61660 1.0 1386131
6 88620 31622 1.8 70648
7 65625 9627 0.1 22659
8 91634 15638 0.1 36681
9 61618 4621 0.0 12644
10 213616 257618 11.5 2123638

wt. av. 4167 268 5617620

TABLE XI. Parity data for antiprotons with a tagged beam p
larization of 0.35–0.55. Listed are the uncorrected and correc
asymmetries,eP , and the totalx

2, and theAL value per group. The
uncorrectedx2/NDF is 3.0 and the corrected value is 2.4. Errors a
statistical only except for the weighted average, where the first e
is statistical and the second is systematic.

Group UncorrectedeP CorrectedeP x2 AL

(31026) (31026) (31026)

1 69640 159655 7.5 3516120
2 2137644 2123653 6.3 22696116
3 2120651 253662 1.0 21156135
4 21643 33651 0.2 746112
5 268670 6683 0.0 146187
6 294654 18672 0.0 426158
7 13647 251664 1.0 21146139
8 61645 64653 1.0 1396117

wt. av. 224617 10621 22646655
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pared more directly with those presented in Ref.@57# at 6
GeV/c (5.1 GeV!.

It has been shown@83# that nuclear shadowing effect
significantly reduce the values ofAL as a function of the
atomic weight,A. This Glauber model calculation gives
dependence asAL(pWA);A1/3, and a suppression for a wate
target asAL(pWN)' 1.7AL(pWH2O) for incident proton ener-
gies below 5–10 GeV. For higher energies, inelastic sh
owing corrections become important and the dependence
comesAL(pWA);A20.09. It should also be noted that th
extra, nonhydrogen nucleons do not influence the meas
ment ofDsL because they are unpolarized, and any eff
will cancel when the target spin is reversed. However, in
parity measurement, the nucleons would be included in
effect since there is no target spin reversal.

A measurement of parity nonconservation could also
made using an unpolarized proton or antiproton beam on
polarized target, giving values forAL(ppW ) or AL( p̄pW ), re-
spectively. Averaging over the beam polarization to produ
an effectively unpolarized beam on a polarized target wo
give similar results. However, any effect would be grea
diluted because the fraction of polarized protons is o
13.6% of the total target material. Therefore, a much lon
data-taking period would be necessary to achieve the s
statistical error as that onAL(pWp) or AL( p̄Wp). Furthermore,
such a measurement would have required very good lo
term stability of the beam and detectors, since the ta
polarization was changed once per day.

C. Systematic effects on theAL results

The experimental method used in this experiment, wh
differed from previousAL measurements, was less sensit
to certain systematic effects that could cause a fake, non
value of the asymmetry. Several examples of these eff
include ~1! inelastic reactions from polarized-beam partic
with transverse spin components,~2! transverse residual po
larization,~3! parity-nonconserving decays of secondary p
ticles, and~4! beam-matter interactions.

The first example of inelastic reactions from polarize
beam particles would produce slowly-varying asymmetr
over a wide range of scattering angles that would be dete

FIG. 15. Summary of parity data from previous experiments a
this experiment. The three curves indicate theoretical predict
from Ref. @75#
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in the transmission hodoscope. These events would appe
the analysis as a contribution to the background asymme
eB , and would be subtracted from the transmitted-be
events, as described in Sec. III. Hence, these decays sh
not affect the value ofAL in this experiment.

The second example of transverse residual polariza
effects is not expected to cause sizeable systematic eff
Transverse residual polarization is described in Ref.@84# and
occurs when there is a scattering of particles with oppo
transverse spin components in the tails of opposing side
the beam profile, coupled with a finite detector acceptan
In particular, a transverse spin component near the edg
the beam spot is not expected to cause a large system
error. The detector geometry of the SNA1, SNA2, and TR
hodoscopes and the target and muon veto counters prov
full acceptance for all scattered particles with2t<0.024
~GeV/c)2, and a slowly-decreasing acceptance beyond
to the largest2t measured. The background subtracti
should nearly cancel these effects.

The third example of parity-nonconserving decays of s
ondary particles, such asL0 and L̄0 hyperons, again would
produce a broad range of scattering angles. Any effect wo
be a contribution to the background asymmetry, and s
tracted from that of the transmitted beam. Again, this sho
not affect the value ofAL .

The final example of beam-matter interactions is d
cussed in Ref.@57#, and in this experiment would be th
scattering of beam particles upstream of the snake magn
where the beam-polarization direction is horizontally tran
verse (S-type spin direction! and would affect the number o
particles accepted by the trigger. Since the trajectory of e
beam particle was followed before and after the target, o
those particles that pass theDsL trigger requirements were
selected for further analysis. Therefore, this type of even
not expected to change the measurement of the transmis
or AL .

Some systematic errors, which canceled during the m
surement ofDsL when the target polarization was reverse
may affect the asymmetryAL , when data from the two targe
polarization states are added together. These systemati
rors for AL , but not forDsL , can be made from the com
bined effects of two or more of the following conditions:~1!
beam motion correlated with the snake state,~2! a spatial
offset of the hodoscope centers from a straight line,~3! a
difference in the beam transmission with position or pol
ization state, and~4! a transverse spin component in th
beam polarization direction. An example of these combin
effects could be anN-type spin component of the beam
which would produce a left-right asymmetry due to t
parity-conserving elastic scattering in the CNI region, a
hodoscope offsets~or beam motion! perpendicular to the
transverse spin component of the beam. The result co
then be a spurious asymmetry. These combined effects m
not be completely subtracted with the background, since
CNI analyzing power changes rapidly~see Table VI, Fig. 13,
and Ref. @42#! at small 2t, especially for 2t<0.02
~GeV/c)2. Such combinations of effects have not been we
studied experimentally, and their influence on theAL results,
if any, is not known. Very crude estimates suggest that s
combined systematic effects are no greater than the qu
systematic error.
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Detailed knowledge of the transverse spin component
the nominalL-type beam is unfortunately limited. The ma
reason for this lack of information is that there are no kno
high-rate reactions with large analyzing powers at these
ergies that would allow a determination of the small sp
components in reasonable data-taking periods. As a com
son, the CNI-like measurements described in Sec. IV D
Table V give estimates of the magnitudes of the transve
spin components at the 5s level based on many weeks o
data collection.

Several possible mechanisms for producing transve
spin components in anL-type polarized beam have been co
sidered. These mechanisms include~1! wrong electrical cur-
rents in the snake magnets,~2! momentum-dependence o
the acceptance and production cross sections for the pro
~antiprotons!, ~3! asymmetric up-down proton~antiproton!
acceptance in the beam line, and~4! fringe fields from the
beam-line magnets. Other effects were considered to c
transverse spin components, but most of these would be
pected to give a negligible value for the asymmetry. Com
nations of two or more of these effects are also expecte
be very small.

The first mechanism for producing a transverse spin co
ponent is due to the wrong electrical current in the sn
magnets. This condition would cause an improper rotat
from S-type toL-type beam spin direction. The error in th
snake magnet current was estimated to be a maximum o
for all magnets or 0.5% from magnet to magnet. A 1% er
in the magnet current could produce anS-type spin compo-
nent with a magnitude of approximately 4% of the nomin
L-type spin, and a much smallerN-type spin component
The direction of theS-type beam component would be o
posite for the positively and negatively polarized parts of
beam spot, and the direction would remain unchanged u
reversal of the snake. Thus, the asymmetryeUD , whose val-
ues are listed in Table V would not be sensitive to t
S-type spin component because the opposite state doe
contribute.

The second mechanism combines the effects from the
mentum acceptance for decay protons~antiprotons! and the
nonuniform, momentum-dependent cross sections for p
ducingL (L̄) hyperons. These effects could produce a sm
net L-type spin component to the selected beam particle
the production target. An estimate was made of the ma
tude of thisL-type component, taking into account the re
tivistic transformation of the phase space and the spin di
tion of the proton, and was determined to be about 2%. T
L-type spin component results in a smallS-type component
after the spin rotation by the snake magnets, and the di
tion of the S-type component is the same for both of t
polarized1 and2 parts of the beam. As before, the asym
metry eUD would not be sensitive to this component. T
smallL-type spin component at the production target wo
have remained as anL-type component when the snake ma
nets were used to produce anN-type beam.

The third mechanism is due to an asymmetric up-do
acceptance for protons~antiprotons! due to the vertical bend
in the beam line and a possible ‘‘scraping’’ of the beam
vertical apertures. Such an acceptance would have giv
smallN-type component to transmitted beam particles at
production target. A smallN-type component would remai
in
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after the snake magnet spin rotation, and this compon
would be in the same direction for both the1 and2 polar-
ization states of the beam. This direction does not cha
sign with snake reversals. The left-right asymmetryeLR
would not be sensitive to this transverse spin compon
When the snake magnets rotated the beam-spin directio
N-type, this smallN-type component would be rotated to a
L-type one, and this component cannot be observed with
CNI-like measurements.

The last mechanism considered to produce a transv
spin component is the effect of fringe fields from the bea
line magnets on the spin direction of the beam particl
These effects are calculated to be small due to the detai
the magnet design, and in addition, the effect of the long
dinal field integral on the spin precession is small due t
factor of 1/bg of the beam.

The experimental method used would mostly cancel s
tematic effects inAL from the sources of transverse sp
considered above. When the transverse spin component
in the same direction for1 and2 beam-polarization states
then the effect mostly cancels when the difference in tra
mission for the two beam-polarization states is taken fo
given snake state. If the transverse spin components do
change with the snake state, then the effect largely can
when the difference in the transmission between the
snake states is taken. In summary, all of the mechani
considered to produce anN-type orS-type transverse spin
component in the beam polarization would not be meas
able using the asymmetrieseLR andeUD in Table V, and also
would not make a contribution inAL . The nonzero values
for these asymmetries in Table V are then most likely due
the combined effects of the beam motion with snake s
and hodoscope misalignment.

The fake zero asymmetryeF and the fake rotation asym
metry eR may also be sensitive to transverse spin com
nents in the beam. However, the first and third mechanis
for producing these components do not reverse the spin
rection with snake state, and thus should cancel in the as
metry eR . Likewise, the second and third mechanisms le
to the same spin direction for the1 and2 pol states, and
thus cancel ineF . As a result,eF may be sensitive to trans
verse spin components caused by incorrect snake ma
currents, whileeR may be sensitive to transverse spin co
ponents caused by a small, netL-type spin of the selected
beam particles at the production target.

D. Parity-nonconserving asymmetry results

The experimental results of the parity-nonconserv
asymmetryAL presented here are the first ones in t
hundred-GeV range and the first ever involving antiproto
Both of theAL(p) andAL( p̄) results are consistent with zer
and, compared to the previousAL measurements, have rela
tively large errors assigned to them. Taking into acco
these conditions, it is interesting to observe that the value
AL(p) andAL( p̄) at 200 GeV/c both are positive, along with
the measurements ofAL at 800 MeV and at 5.1 GeV. Thes
are all of the higher-energy measurements. Since the ta
material used here is pentanol, the contribution of nucl
effects is expected to dilute the measured asymmetry by
proximately a factor of 1.5 at high energies.
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55 1185MEASUREMENT OF THE DIFFERENCES IN THE TOTAL . . .
The experimental results ofAL(p) and AL( p̄) can be
compared to the two theoretical predictions at high ener
described previously. The quark model calculation@75,76#
predicts a value forAL' 3531026 for the parameter
b5 4.0, 9531026 for b5 1.4, and 17731026 for b5 0.4 at
200 GeV/c. The experimental value o
AL(p)51@56 176 20#31026 is about 1.4s, 3.7s, and
7s below the predictions forb values of 4.0, 1.4, and 0.4
respectively. The predictions using the smaller values ob
tend to be farther from the experimental value, and value
b, 1.4 seem to be excluded. The entire set of prediction
this model is normalized to the data point at 5.1 GeV/c, so if
this normalization was incorrect, the predicted energy dep
dence could become proportionally smaller. The second
diction at 200 GeV/c used wave function renormalizatio
@78,79# to predict a value ofAL5 2.1631026 for both
AL(p) andAL( p̄). Both of the measured experimental valu
are consistent with the predictions of this model.

The experimental detectors and method used in this
periment has differed from that of the previous measu
ments of the parity-nonconserving asymmetry. Some
these differences include the tracking of individual parti
scatters to determine the transmission, an extrapolated b
ground subtraction in the data analysis, and the use of o
asymmetries to correct for possible systematic effects. T
experimental arrangement and method provides some ad
tages for the measurement, and also contains a differen
of systematic errors. Not all of these systematic effects w
able to be measured in this experiment, such as the tr
verse spin components in the beam, but an attempt was m
to identify those that had caused problems with past m
surements and to estimate the magnitude of the effects
this present measurement ofAL . Past experiments also use
a liquid-hydrogen target, whereas this experiment had no
portunity to acquire data with both a liquid-H2 target and the
detector system in place.

Typically, a measurement of the parity-nonconserv
asymmetry takes data for several years and many impr
ments are made to the experiment during this time to
hance the data quality and eliminate systematic errors.
present measurement ofAL in this experiment had a limited
time of approximately two months to acquire data with
opportunity to improve the data quality.

VI. SUMMARY

Results are presented for the differences betweenp-p and
also p̄-p total cross sections in longitudinal spin stat
DsL , and the parity-nonconserving parameters,AL , in total
cross sections for longitudinally-polarized beams of proto
and antiprotons at 200 GeV/c. These data are at a signifi
cantly higher energy than other polarized-proton beam
sults for these quantities, and they are the first such meas
ments with polarized-antiproton beams at any ener
Because the measurements were at a higher energy com
to earlier experiments, some new experimental techniq
were required.

The DsL results are both consistent with zer
DsL(pp)52426 48(stat)6 53(syst)mb and DsL( p̄p)
522566 124(stat)6 109(syst)mb. Many tests were per
formed to investigate how possible systematic errors co
y,
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affect the data. Two transmission counters using differ
electronics and different data analysis methods were use
verify the experimental results.

The measurements ofDsL using the two different trans
mission counters have not been combined because
would require a more precise understanding of the statist
correlation between the two sets of data. The correlation
strong and the statistical error of the combined result wo
not be much less than the value from the single measurem
with the smaller error. The results presented are from
method that has the lower statistical error and that has
rections for the systematic errors.

The value ofDsL has been shown in Eq.~3! to be related
to the forward amplitudes. Compared to lower energies,
experimental values of the imaginary parts of the forwa
p-p elastic amplitudes, Imf1(0) and Imf3(0), areconverg-
ing. These quantities are equal to within about 0.5% a
1.4% for p-p and p̄-p interactions, respectively, at 20
GeV/c.

The result forDsL(pp) suggests that spin effects corr
spond to less than 15% of the rise in the total cross sec
from its minimum value. It is consistent with an extrapol
tion of lower-energy data based on Regge predictions,
cluding or excludingDsL

jet effects. On the basis of extensiv
tests of systematic effects, smaller combined statistical
systematic uncertainties are achievable with the present
perimental technique. However, uncertainties of6 5 mb
would be desirable to distinguish between these possibilit
and this would require prohibitive amounts of time for da
acquisition with the present beam intensity.

The spin effects that might occur inp̄-p annihilation seem
to correspond to at most 0.29 mb in the total cross section
approximately 12% of the annihilation cross section at 2
GeV/c. Presumably the quark-antiquark annihilation proce
into massless vector gluons is not dominant at these ener
or its effects are largely canceled by other processes. A
tional time for data acquisition would provide a significant
improved estimate on this fraction. Furthermore, since thi
the only measured value ofDsL( p̄p), additional measure-
ments at different energies would be quite valuable in und
standing the results.

Values of the parity-nonconserving parameterAL were
derived from theDsL data by averaging over the targ
polarization. The results are:AL(p)51@56 17(stat)
6 20(syst)#31026 and AL( p̄)51@226 46(stat)
6 55(syst)#31026, where the target has approximately th
same fraction of free protons as water; both are consis
with zero. The traditional method for measuringAL involves
integrating over large numbers of particles and taking d
for many years to study and minimize systematic effec
rather than the method used here, which counted individ
beam particles and took data for only a few months. A
result, these data have larger uncertainties than meas
values at lower energies. However, very large (> 1024)
AL(p) values at 200 GeV/c are excluded by these measur
ments to a high probability. The results are consistent w
predictions for proton-nucleon interactions using the qu
model of Refs.@75,76#, for the larger values of paramete
‘‘ b,’’ and with the prediction using the wave function reno
malization model of Refs.@78,79#. An additional amount of
data would be expected to reduce the uncertainties,
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could perhaps distinguish between the two predictions.
present value ofAL( p̄) was limited by beam intensity an
the amount of available time for data acquisition.

Very interesting results on total cross sections in p
helicity states have been found from this experiment. T
full physics potential for polarized beams of this design h
not yet been achieved. In particular, higher-precision m
surements of parity nonconservation with liquid targets o
a wide energy range are quite feasible with the experime
techniques described here.
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